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Cwm Dyli: the first 75 years
Margaret Clennett
It was the Pinnacle Club Easter meet, 1932. Four members had
climbed Lockwood's Chimney - then as now a traditional activity for
wet weather, and were eating their sandwiches in the rain. Evelyn
Lowe (later Leech) spotted a cottage above the power station, and at
once saw its potential as a good Club hut. The Committee agreed, and
asked her to negotiate a lease. By September, the North Wales Power
Company had agreed a 5 year lease at £10 p.a. A further £8 made the
cottage habitable, and also paid for the installation of electric light, the
hut's crowning glory, and the envy of many a visitor.
The official opening party was 5 November, 1932, and at some
point during the celebrations the door was shut, and everyone was
locked out. Jennet Seth Hughes (later Mrs Campbell), aged about 14
and the smallest person there, had to climb through a window to open
the door. She remembered this feat vividly in her late eighties, when
she got as far as the car park in August 2007 on the President's meet.
The hut was named after Emily (Pat) Kelly, the Club's founder, who
had died in 1922; a photo of Pat climbing at Castle Naze is on the
wood beam in front of the fireplace.
The hut had two rooms downstairs, the larger with an open fire, the
smaller a stove. There was a pecking order for proximity to the fire; the
senior members, sitting nearest, were hot, while newer or younger
members sat further back in a freezing draught.
The stairs went up the middle of the hut, from the wall opposite the
front door, where the bookcases are now. Upstairs were green sailcloth
bunks with scarlet blankets.
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Sailcloth bunks

At first, cooking was done on primus stoves, and a big red kettle
would boil on the fire. The sink was in front of the tiny window where
the stairs are today. At first there was no tap, so for cooking water was
brought from the stream in buckets, and people washed themselves in
the stream itself. Later a large jug and basin were available indoors. In
wet weather a spring would bubble up through the flagstones, run
across the floor in front of the fireplace and exit via a channel at the
foot of the front wall to the door. This spring featured regularly in the
hut log book until the 1980s, and Sheila Crispin's cartoon from the
1960's catches the atmosphere.
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Sheila Crispin's Cartoon
In later years the smaller room, the one first entered, evolved into a
store room, and became an obstacle course, particularly when it was
strewn with wet gear. It had two bunks just inside the door, for the
benefit of snorers, late arrivals, or male visitors.
Supplies could be bought locally till the 1960s: milk from Mrs Jones
at the first farm down the road, eggs from Mrs Williams at the power
station, and groceries ordered from Messrs Pritchard at Beddgelert,
who would deliver (but whether up to the hut itself or just to the power
station is not known). This certainly made the job of the meet leader
easier, since she was responsible for providing breakfast and dinner for
everyone - a practice only formally abandoned in 1978.
The Club made its first offer to buy the hut in 1955, as major
repairs were needed but the lease was still only short term. A three
year lease, with annual renewals thereafter, still at £10 pa, was signed in
1956, and repairs done. Subsequent offers to buy were made in 1965
and 1971 but rejected.
\¥hen, in 1986, the lease was suddenly increased from £10 to £500
and the CEGB locally were unwilling to sell, the Club went right to the
top, writing to the CEGB Chairman himself. He approved the sale,
and in 1988 the hut was finally ours. It cost £10,000 to buy, plus
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,£3,500 to connect it to the national electricity grid. A Sports Council
grant, loans and donations from members all helped raise the purchase
money and pay for the much needed renovation. There were raffles
galore, and a "hut fund levy" added to hut fees for all meets, regardless
of where they were held.
The hut was out of use for a couple of years while it was gutted, reroofed and modernised throughout. The stairs were moved, creating a
single, open room downstairs. The fireplace was opened out and a
stove installed, which improved the heating drastically. At last, a dampproof course and raised floor meant goodbye to the wet weather
spring. Upstairs became more spacious as the staircase, effectively
dividing the area into two, was no more. New bunks were made. The
work was done by Dai Lampard, husband of PC member Rhona, and
the hut was re-opened at a celebratory Anniversary Meet in 1990.
In 1995 the Foundation for Sports and the Arts awarded us a grant
for an extension, to give us the luxury of indoor toilets, a shower and
drying room, and an innovative sewage system using reed beds. After
architects' delays and the need to revise plans because of the
requirements of the Snowdonia National Park Authority the extension
was finally ready in 1998, again thanks to Dai Lampard's construction.
The days of an Elsan in an outhouse were no more. In 2006 storage
heaters were installed, reducing winter damp.
Cwm Dyli has always been less accessible than most huts, at the very
least involving a walk across the bridge and up the hillside. When the
power station was manned you could get a key to the gates from its
staff, but for many years parking right at the top of the lane was the
norm. Now, since 2003, thanks to Sally Keir's diplomatic skills we are
able to park in the power station grounds again - a far cry from the
Club's early days, when members would walk back to the Pen yr
Gwryd after climbing Lockwood's Chimney.

Memorable members connected with the hut
Evelyn Leech
Evelyn was appointed Hut Secretary in 1932, a job she did till 1950,
though she had three years respite during 1946-48 when she was Club
President She did another stint from 1965 - 1970, and cooked roast
8
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beef for the Anniversary meet in 1969. Her 20 year term of office is
likely to be unsurpassed. Her last official duty was to propose the
Toast to the Guests at the Club dinner in 1971, celebrating its first 50
years. She died later that year.
The bookcases which are now upstairs were commissioned as a
memorial to Evelyn, from a fund created to establish a permanent
commemoration of her. They were made by Colin Greenhow. The
wooden stools were also provided from her memorial fund.

Evelyn Leech
E H Daniell
On a beam upstairs is a plaque recording that mattresses were given
by Mrs Daniell. An Original (founder) Member of the Club, Emily
Hilda Daniell put up Hope on the Idwal Slabs in 1915. She did not
play a particularly active part in Club life, her career as novelist E H
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Young taking priority, but as an eminent woman climber she brought
prestige, support and publicity to the Club, especially in its early years.
She had started climbing with RB Henderson, and after her husband's
death at Ypres moved in with him and his wife. Their affair was never
made public, and there was no scandal; after RBH's wife died and he
retired they lived together till her death in 1949. Correspondence
from RBH in the Club Archives shows how devoted he was to her.
After she died, RBH gave a set of her novels for the hut, and a
bequest, which was spent, with his agreement, on mattresses for the
bunks. The mattresses have long since been replaced, but the plaque
remains, and some of her books are still in the Library. The most wellknown in its day is William, and Mrs Daniell's style has been
compared with Jane Austen.

Emily Hilda Danicll

Marjorie Heys Jones
Marjorie was with the party which first spotted Cwm Dyli cottage in
1932. She was a member from 1930 to 1989 and was particularly
active during the '30s and '40s, especially in Skye and the Alps. Her
last big trip was to Turkey in 1963 with a Pinnacle team. Her ice axe,
10
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with her name inscribed on it, was given by her niece Ruth Edwards
and hangs above the fireplace.

Mabel Jeffrey
Mabel's name does not appear anywhere in the hut, but her bequest
provided funds to commission the dining tables, which were installed
in 1970. Mabel was not quite an Original Member, though she did join
in 1921. She was a co-founder of the LSCC, very active in Scotland,
and also wrote about climbing in the Canadian Rockies and Norway
for the Journal. She did a double stint as President during the war
years 1939 - 46.

Mabeljeffrey

II
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Freda Rylatt
A member for only 9 years, Freda died in a fall from Dinas
Cromlech in 1949. Such was her popularity that a commemorative
fund enabled the bench by the window to be commissioned. It was
installed in 1955 and bears a plaque in her memory.

Louise Dickie
The barbecue at the side of the hut commemorates Louise, who was
President when she died in a climbing accident in Switzerland in 1998.
It was constructed by Cokie Van der Velde and incorporates a design
of Snowdon lilies. Louise had a great zest for many activities, and this is
a fitting memorial to her.

Louise Dickie

12
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The future
Over the years, successive hut wardens and their helpers have
ensured the hut is well maintained, sometimes a major effort given its
location. Our thanks to these sometimes unsung heroines, and to
everyone who has given time, expertise and occasionally money to look
after and improve it. One of the objects of the Club is to bring
together women interested in rock climbing and mountaineering, and
you only have to read meet reports to appreciate how successful Cwm
Dyli has been. Val Hennelly's Presidential meet August 2007 (in the
2008 Handbook) when we celebrated the hut's 75th year, is a superb
example.
Before the rebuilding in the 1980's we barely needed a fridge, the
hut was so cool. Now we have storage heaters, a microwave, and
disinfected water. Maybe the next big thing will be a mobile phone
signal. That really would transform hut life - but not necessarily for
the better. Who knows what the hut will be like when we celebrate its
centenary in 2032?

13
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Cwm Dyli 75th summer party - 2007
President's Meet
Val Hennelly
As described in Margaret's article our forbears discovered,
renovated and occupied Cwm Dyli in 1932. And by tradition since
then we have held an anniversary meet on the first weekend in
November to celebrate the opening of the hut for members on 5"1
November.
With the 75th anniversary I wanted to get as many older members to
the hut as possible; many would not have visited in several years, and
not have seen the considerable improvements to its appointment - the
new slate floor inside, the new extension, and the delight of the toilets
and reed beds. I decided November was just not the time to do this too much rain, not enough daylight and more difficult travelling
conditions for people. The ideal solution was to combine my
swansong president's meet with a birthday party! Sunshine would be
guaranteed, and hopefully I would get more attendees than I had had
for the previous two.
The publicity in the meets list, and newsletters and via email was all
in hand, and in addition I sent out personal invites to all members who
had joined the club before 1980 - an arbitrary cut-off, but one which I
guessed would pick up the greatest number of people who had not
visited for years!
Acceptances and apologies flooded in. With typical Hennelly
disorganisation I delegated starters, main courses and puddings among
the attendees. I was supplying the gin and tonics, the sunshine and the
potato salad.
The day did not dawn as such, but was rushed in with a gale and
more of the 36 hours of rain which plummeted down from all day
Friday through to Saturday evening. Several of the campers outside
had discovered the shortcomings of cheap tents, but even the mountain
ones were challenged. Only one party went on the hill, the rest were
assigned tasks of cleaning, furniture moving, and securing a

14
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(cheap it has to be said) tarpaulin, over the back door area to shelter
the barbecue, just in case the sunshine didn't come out.

Michelle Batchelor andJennet Campbell
By 3.00 guests were arriving for tea and cakes. Access was just
possible \ia the bridge, though the stream was a torrent just below the
parapet and the waterfalls above were foaming and white.
We had a large contingent of Seth Hughes family members and the
biggest disappointment of the day was that, because of the ferocity of
the stream, we could not help Jennet Campbell safely up to the hut.
As the only guest who had been in attendance at the original opening it
would have been very special to have managed that, but instead she
had a 'stream' of members \isiting her in the car park - only 50 yards
from the hut where she had spent so much time.

15
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Val Hennelly, Chris Sheard, Shirley and Tim Angell [L to R]
It was a very jolly occasion; there were 64 people attending in total
and the hut has never been so well used, or admired. Margaret had
brought along the archives, which were passed around between guests
and members avidly. People spoke fondly of their memories of the
hut over the years. I made sure we recorded the event by squashing
everyone to the fire end of the room. The photographs now grace the
wall and add to the impression that every Pinnacle Club event involves
people eating and/or drinking.
While all this was going on it continued to rain and rain and rain
and rain and rain ... A struggle of epic proportions was taking place
outside the back door as the tarpaulin proved not fit for purpose of
sheltering us, though it did have the diverting feature of being blue, and
16
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fooling most who walked out to see what was going on that the weather
was clearing! In our dreams!
After cakes more space was cleared and gin and tonics were served
all round, and the health of the club, its' members, and its' friends
were toasted. The spread of food was excellent and the barbecues
successful despite the continuing rain.
It was a delightful, relaxed and memorable affair; the rain certainly
added to the Dunkerque spirit of fortitude in the face of adversity. I
am very grateful so many people turned up to support the event and to
celebrate our very special hut. We are a lucky club to have such a fine
building, a jewel set in the emerald crown of Snowdonia, which
deserves our continued care and love. It was abundantly clear how
much the hut means to members and their families; it has a constancy
and history that makes it special to each of us in its own way. People
grow up and grow old with it in a way that is often not the case with
their houses, and it harbours our memories of good days on the hill,
our fine evenings with our friends, and fond memories of those who
are no longer with us but who have shared life in Cwm Dyli.
Attendees
Members: Shirley Angell, Bunny Bull, Heather Monie, Biddy
Burgum, Barbara James, Avis Reynolds, Anne Wheatcroft, Alison
Cairns, Michelle Batchelor, Gwen Royston, Martha Evans, Pru
Cartwright, Margaret Clennett, Annabelle Barker, Anne Marie
Henderson, Chris Sheard, Jennet Campbell, Val Hennelly, Jo Barnes,
Astell Clarke, Fiona Sanders, Pamela Holt, Fern Levy, Hazel Lewis,
Anne Freund
Prospective Members: Dorothy Russell, Jill Lockett, Hazel Jonas,
Melanie Johns, Denise Morgan, Kat Sourkova, Caroline Wigley
Guests: Tim Angell, Robert Wheatcroft, Peter Benson, Andy Cairns,
Bernie Bradbury, Stephen Jonas, Alan and Elizabeth Finnis, Sandie
Baldauf and her niece Sarah, Barbara Roscoe, Jennet Campbell's
family - Caroline, Steve and Tim Sewry; Anthony,Stephanie, Emma,
Lewis Campbell, Daloni's family - Alastair Cooper; Penelope's family Miranda, Graham, & Rowena Smith and Chris Baker (her fiance):
17
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Gwenelin Royston (current member), Bob, and William Joy (Gwen's
son); Hugh Poulton and Chris; Helen and Carys Jones

Apologies: Gwen Moffat, Angela Soper, Jay Turner, Kath Hoskins,
Alison Higham, Alwine Walford, Jean MacNab, Helen Jones, Eileen
Healey, Betty Whitehead, Mary Waters, Teresa Hughes, Denise
Wilson, Steph MacDonald, Jan Davies, Jane Taylor, Ray Lee, Anthea
Evans, Wendy Aldred, Marushka, Annis Flew

18
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A Mountaineer's Diet
Rosemary Scott
Porridge is good food,
Cooked in camp in a black pot,
Half-liquid, glue with lumps,
Salt, no milk.

It is the elixir.
A mouthful makes of us
Winged dragons,
Translated to the upper air.

Ice, danger, above the world.
That real and ragged world
Of tax returns, timetables,
People...

Of steaks, red wine,
Food chewed or swilled,
Not both at once,
With burnt bits in our teeth.

19
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Happy 90th Birthday to Jennet
Campbell
Michelle Batchelor
On SO"1 June 2008, Jennet Campbell (nee Seth Hughes), celebrated
her 90"' Birthday and is the longest standing member of the Pinnacle
Club. She has now been a member of the Pinnacle Club for 7 1 years
and such an achievement cannot pass by unnoticed. This short
biography therefore celebrates Jennet and her family's involvement
with the Club over the years.
Jennet was born on 30th June 1918 and brought up in Bangor,
Gwynedd. Her father was a professional singer and music played an
important role in the life of all the family. She was the youngest of
three sisters, with Daloni being thirteen years older and Penelope ten
years older.

Jennet aged 6 years.
20
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Both Daloni and Penelope were keen climbers and members of the
Pinnacle Club for some time before Jennet was old enough to join the
ranks. She did however; attend the opening of the Cwm Dyli Hut and
frequently joined Daloni and Penelope in the mountains. The family
had no car so Daloni and Penelope would travel by push bike and
Jennet would catch the bus to Bethesda, and then sit on the front of
Daloni's bicycle for the rest of the journey to the hut. Finally in 1937 at
the tender age of 19 years, Jennet became the third Seth-Hughes sister
to join the Pinnacle Club.

At Aberglaswyn Jennet and sister Daloni (centre unknown)

21
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Short term memory for Jennet may not be quite as it was but her
long term memory does not escape her and she still recalls her early
acquaintances with the club with fond recollection of the grand opening
of Cwm Dyli on «5Ul November 1932. Everyone brought some food and
they got fresh cream from the farm down the old road. Jennet and her
sisters then provided some musical entertainment and they sang words
written by Daloni to the tune of 3 Little Maids (from the Mikado).
In addition to her love for the outdoors, Jennet excelled at tennis
and that subsequently took up much of her time, leaving her two older
sisters to climb together. On occasions when she did join them, she
was happier to climb in tennis shoes as she found these so much more
comfortable than rock boots.
Jennet met her husband, Keith, in Oandrindod Wells when he was
on an Army Officer's course. They both sang in a production of the
Pirates of Penzance (Jennet sang the lead role of Mabel and Keith was
a Pirate!) They married in Bangor Cathedral in June 1944 just before
D-Day which meant that many of the family could not attend as all
leave was stopped. After they got married, Keith was posted to West
Africa and returned in 1946. Keith returned to his job in Bath where
he and Jennet settled for 2 years before moving to Bromley, South
London in 1948, where Penelope also lived. Daloni also left Bangor
when she got married and moved to Plymouth, where she had her
family. Despite leaving the family home in Bangor and moving away
from Wales, the association of the Seth-Hughes sisters with the
Pinnacle Club continued with Cwm Dyli being the focus of many
family outings and holidays.
For many years before the Hut was re-modernised, the Seth-Hughes
sisters would spend family holidays at Cwm Dyli. Daloni with her five
children and Penelope with her three children, and husbands of
course! They would take over the Hut and carry on the tradition of
enjoying the mountains whatever the weather during the day and
playing games of bridge in the evenings. Jennet who stayed close by in
Bangor would also bring her family up to the hut to join the rest of the
Seth-Hughes gathering. One can't imagine what it would have been like
staying at the Hut prior to its refurbishment in the days when facilities
were sparse and the dormant stream under the cottage would rise up
22
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through the tiles of the ground floor on wet days! There were certainly
no homely comforts like hot showers or comfy bunks to sleep on in
the early years of the Hut. The passage of time has meant that Daloni
and Penelope are no longer with us, however their love for climbing
and the mountains continues to live on through generations of family
members. Daloni's granddaughter is carrying on the tradition of
enjoying family holidays at the Hut, whilst Penelope's daughter,
Gwenelin Royston is a long-standing member of the Pinnacle Club.
Unfortunately, we don't see so much of her as she now lives in the
sunnier climes of France. Jennet's daughter informs me that out of the
three sisters, it was Daloni who retained her real passion for climbing
whilst the rest of the family were content to stick to walking and
enjoying the views from a less 'airy' perspective!
Jennet had two children Anthony and Caroline who were born in
Bangor, and raised at the family home in Bromley, South London.
Caroline and her family now live in Whitchurch, Shropshire whilst
Anthony and his family live in Penarth near Cardiff, and also have a
cottage in Anglesey. They both inherited the family musical trait and
are excellent singers. Unfortunately after many years of living
independently in Bangor, Jennet had a fall 18 months ago and broke
her hip. Her recovery was hindered by another fall whilst in hospital
and this has resulted in Jennet becoming more dependent upon others
for care and support. Although her days of independent living have
come to an end, she now lives only minutes away from Caroline, her
daughter, in a Nursing Home and is keeping really well. Most Sundays
are spent with Caroline and family where she indulges in the weekend
papers and fudge!
Many club members got to meet Jennet and the Seth-Hughes
descendents at the 75th Hut Anniversary event but abysmal weather
sadly prevented Jennet from coming up the Hut. The stream which
normally ebbs down the valley had become a raging torrent and the
narrow stepping stone across this was now very slippery and menacing.
It really wasn't a sensible option to go ahead with Plan A which
involved transporting Jennet across this narrow and slippery step in her
wheelchair and pushing her up to the hut in a muddy quagmire.
Instead she remained in the car whilst club members came down to
meet her. However the rest of the Seth-Hughes Clan made it up to the
23
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Hut and were able to celebrate the 75th Anniversary of Cwm Dyli in
cramped but very congenial conditions.
So what then is the reason for my involvement with Jennet and her
family? I joined the Pinnacle Club in the year of the Millennium and
didn't even stop to consider that I could ever be connected to the
oldest member of the club and probably wouldn't have twigged if it
hadn't been for my eagled-eyed mother who just so happened to be
reading through my handbook in the middle of night! Whilst browsing
through the member's details section, her ancestral antennae started
twitching as she came across Jennet's details. The following morning,
she greeted me with tea in bed and announced that Jennet Campbell
just so happened to be one of our relatives! Imagine my surprise? In
brief, my mother and Keith Campbell were cousins. He was the son of
my mother's brother (Uncle Charlie). Keith was born in Brighton, my
home town and was posted to North Wales in the army where he met
and married Jennet. Because Keith settled with Jennet a long way
away, it was not easy to stay in close contact and I only ever met Jennet
on the rare occasion as a small child when she came to visit her sisterin-law (Keith's sister), Irene who is now deceased. Despite limited
contact with Jennet and Keith, my family always remained in touch
with Irene who remained in Sussex. Caroline 0ennet's daughter), still
stays in contact with Irene's children and has visited Sussex on many
occasions throughout the years.
When I joined the Pinnacle Club in 2000,1 had no idea that
another member just so happened to be connected to me in this way.
It's remarkable to think that this discovery was made as a result of the
inquisitive nature of my mother. Associations Jike this are rare, and I
feel very fortunate to have made the acquaintance of such a special lady
and her family. So on this note, I would like to say a very Happy 90th
Birthday to Jennet and a big thank you to Caroline and family for their
ongoing support and interest in the Pinnacle Club.

24
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90' Birthday L to R: back row: Zena Cooper (wife of),Justin Cooper
(Daloni's 4th child), Alastair Cooper (Daloni's eldest son), Tim Sewry
(Jennet's grandson, son of Caroline), Steve Sewry (husband ofJennet's
daughter Caroline), Richard (son of Caroline); next row: Margaret
Cooper (wife ofAlastair), Jennet, Michelle Batchelor; Front row Pat
(Michelle'smother), Caroline (Jennet's daughter)

25
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Surviving Weekend Meets
Fred Reynolds
Parti
The weekend meet is the mainstay activity of any climbing club, and
the Pinnacle is no exception. The annual meets list is a full one, so
anyone wanting to maximise on public displays of both climbing and
social skills is well placed to do so. In particular, members keen to
promote an air of distinction completely disproportionate to the level
of their actual climbing ability can reap great rewards, but only if they
take care. Ill-thought out participation in the weekend meet can lead to
personal humiliation from which the ego is unlikely to recover.
This guide is primarily for the image conscious, for they have the
most to gain by getting it right and, of course, the most to lose by
getting it wrong. But even the most self-effacing individual may find
some useful advice, if only to avoid the worst of the pitfalls. Read it
under the covers and no-one will ever know.

Getting there
This is less problematic than it used to be as car parking is now
within spitting distance of the hut but prior to the new arrangements
this meant tackling the Cwm Dyli A-to-B Challenge several times a
year. However, I include the information about the longer approach
for posterity and because on occasion the state of the track may be so
poor that you opt to leave the car further away. If you cannot even
contemplate the short approach then you need to remove Cwm Dyli
from your meets diary entirely but bear in mind that this will reduce
your presence in the club to virtually nil. If no-one knows who you are,
then no-one can admire you.
'A1 is your car, and it's parked in at the top of the track, some 500
yards from 'B' which is the hut. The track between the two wends a
tedious but innocent way downhill until just before the first of two
gates. There, heavy rain has often fashioned the surface into a highly
mobile little scree shoot - somewhat taxing on the ankles. The last 100
yards are even more tricky, involving squeezing through the second
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gate (the start of the short approach), teetering over a narrow stone
bridge, and tracking through some seriously boggy ground. Those shod
in Merrell trainers can expect to go down several times. And don't
forget, on more occasions than not, it's going to be dark.
In your quest to identify the ideal transport system for this journey,
you will try many sizes and combinations of rucksacks, carrier bags,
boxes and bins. None of them will ever be completely successful and,
every time, you will lurch through the hut door like a harassed and
overwhelmed bag lady, cursing your latest bad idea. The beam of light
emanating from the centre of your forehead will only add to the
general air of absurdity.
Short of a helicopter drop, the best option is to pile everything in an
expedition-sized sac. By all means try other techniques first (they will
all fail) if you're not convinced (you soon will be), but you should really
establish the single sac method as your standard modus operandus by
at least your third visit. If not, the word will spread that you are an
organisational incompetent; you are scarcely through the door of the
Pinnacle Club and your image is already into negative equity.
Incidentally, research shows that your exit, some 36 hours later, can
be no less a debacle. Indeed, it is often worse. Missing the advantage of
Friday's forward planning, you are under pressure from the knowledge
that everyone else has got it together when you patently have not. You
can almost hear the fingers tapping as you criss-cross the floor of the
hut at speed, anxiously scooping your far-flung belongings back into
whichever receptacles have not measured up to the task this time.
Inevitably, you will forget or fail to find something, thus ensuring you
will have to make return visits to Cwm Dyli for the rest of your life.
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Rassemblement des Ecrins 1979 - A
memoir of my first RHM meet
Cathy Woodhead
It is pitch black in the dormitory and from the sounds coming from
the next room it is time to get up. 4 am. My torch glows and then goes
out. I have to gather all my things together by feeling for them. My
breakfast of muesli and dried milk just about goes down and then there
is the ordeal of putting on my boots. Today it is more painful than the
last four mornings as the blisters on my heels are far worse.
By 5 am there is a little light outside and we can set off from the hut
without torches. The path zigzags up until a patch of snow, frozen and
steep, bars the way. We stop to put on crampons and get out our ice
axes. No one says much. I think we must be feeling the effects of the
previous four days, two rock and two snow/ice routes, all above 3500m.
In my group today there are three Yugoslavs, a Swiss, a German and
two French. I am climbing with Brigitte from Paris. She can speak
some English, I speak a little French, so we make do with a mixture
and get on well.
We are all taking part in the 1979 RHM 'Rassemblement les
Ecrins'. In all there are about thirty five women climbers from
Bulgaria, Iran, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Switzerland, Italy,
Germany, France and just me from Britain. French is the commonest
language, then German. The Iranian girl speaks some English so I
help her out with my French. A Yugoslavian girl, who I climbed with
one day, speaks a little English, no French, but can read the route
descriptions in German. Everyone has similar equipment and
common goals and although the air is often full of all sorts of languages
it somehow works.
At last we are at the foot of our climb, the West Ridge of the Pic
Nord des Cavales in the Dauphine Region of France. The climbing is
easy for a while and we climb simultaneously. When we come to three
pitons hammered into cracks we know this is a belay point for the next
difficult section. We have to wait for two men to climb the foot wide
crack above. It is steep and strenuous and made harder by having to
climb with rucksacks.
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Climbers enjoying the sun and snow in the DauphineAlps
Two months before a friend showed me a small entry in an Alpine
Club newsletter asking for women climbers who lead grade IV to join
other female alpinists at the 11"' meet of a group called Rendez-Vous
Hautes Montages. My one and only climbing trip to the Alps was the
year before, 1978, and having led a IV+ I hoped this would cover me.
I wrote to the organiser, Mirielle Marks, to ask if I might come along.
I received a warm reply in which she said I was the first British girl to
be going for a long time and that the president of the RHM, Baroness
Felicitas Von Rezniceki, would be pleased about it. At Engelberg in
May 1968 Baroness Felicitas decided to organize a women's
mountaineering meeting. It was a success, with 70 mountaineers and
climbers from different countries climbing together for a week. The
RENDEZ VOUS HAUTES MONTAGNES also called RHM was
born and from that time every year women mountaineers and climbers
of many countries have met in different mountain places to share
friendship and enthusiasm climbing together. The invitation to the
eastern bloc countries enabled the young climbers to make trips to the
west which they may not otherwise have gained permission. At this
time each country had a representative, who sometimes had the job of
selecting the climbers to come on the meet. They also passed the
word about the meets and relayed information.
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Now it is the fifth day we have been climbing and Brigitte has just
led what appears to be a hard bit. It is my turn. Just above a piton I
have to bridge up of tiny footholds in my very big boots. There are no
handholds. By keeping just in balance I can lean and reach as high as I
can up to the right to gain a hold. Gradually I move my left hand
across as well and then I can pull up. This is probably the crux and it
is a great relief to have done it. Now the angle has eased and we can
move at the same time and we soon reach the summit The two men
who were ahead of us share a loaf of bread and then take our
photograph. Sitting in the sun we reckon this may have been the first
Anglo/French ascent! So we shake hands.

Cathy and Brigitte at the summit ofPic Nord des Cavalles
The descent requires only two abseils down to the col, from where
we make our way down a steep couloir following footprints sunk deep
into the snow arriving at La Berade a couple of hours later.
Next day there is a lunch reception. We meet up with many of the
first climbers connected with the RHM including Loulou Boulaz,
Jeanne Franco and Suzy Peguy. Now some famous climbers have
arrived, including Wanda Rutkiewicz, one of the first women to climb
Everest, Chrisitine de Colombel, a French climber and authoress, and
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Simone Badier, a very good French climber. In the evening a banquet
is put on for us by the mayors of the local towns. It is an unforgettable
evening. The atmosphere of bonhomie and happiness can only have
grown out of our shared experiences in the mountains during the
week, and for many, during the years gone by. We ended by
exchanging addresses and promises to meet next year.
So this was my first meet in 1979, I've attended many since then,
several in Switzerland at Handegg, Meiringen, Goschenen, Melchsee,
in former Yugoslavia at Paklenica, in the Tatra Mountains of Slovakia,
two in the Czech Republic and in Sardinia to name a few. In 1989 the
ranks of Britons had grown and we hosted a successful meet in North
Wales. Since then there have been two more here, one in the Lakes
and the other based at Cwm Dyli. The summer meet is now more
focussed on rock climbing, often with bolted routes, and the pomp and
ceremony of the 1979 meet has gone to a large extent. As well as the
week long summer meets, there are now annual ice climbing and the
Easter ski mountaineering meets. Today's internet has made
communication far easier for everyone. But the main aim for women
mountaineers and climbers of many countries to meet in different
mountain places to share friendship and enthusiasm climbing together
continues unabated.
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Tredici
Pete Benson
One warm sunny afternoon in July (early 1990's), Sally Keir and I
walked up to the Brentei Hut, which stands isolated on a huge shelf
and overlooked by the towering bastions of the Brenta Dolomite. The
800 metre North face of the Crozzon di Brenta and the brooding dark
ramparts of the Cima Tosa dominate the skyline.
The hut was bustling with people. We could hear the buzz of
excited Italian voices half a kilometre away. Sprawled over the steps
and the Terrazzo dozens of Armani clad, guitar plucking, testosterone
fuelled, bronzed Italian youths gave us a sneering once over. I had half
a mind to move amongst them but Sally Keir, ever the peacemaker,
plucked at my dobbing arm and pulled me away. Outside the hut stood
the massive white bearded figure of the great Italian guide and climber,
Bruno Detassis. Now in his 80th year he was casually splitting lOinch
logs one-handed with a long handled axe, which would have looked
good in the hands of a Viking warrior. We paused and exchanged
"Buon giorno's". His critical eye took in our scuffed boots, bulging sun
bleached sacks and scruffy gear. "Siamo scalatori inglesi" we assured
him. We seemed to pass muster and he gave us the nod with a "Che
bello giorno".
The hut Guardian eyed our Austrian Alpine Club cards with some
suspicion, until we pointed out Sexion Britannica. It was far better than
trying on the British Mountaineering Council (BMC) card which
usually resulted in instant expulsion. "Yes" we wished to stay "due
notte" and "Yes" we wanted the cena, and "No" we didn't go for the
Prima Colazione, only Acqua Calda. He shook his head at these
strange English, just wanting hot water for breakfast.
We signed his ledger and with a smirk he handed me a wrought iron
key which could have unlocked the Tower of London. "Tredici" he
said "Ultima piano", attached to the key was a stout piece of oak on
which the No. "Tredici" had been burned. All told it weighed about 2
kilos.
We fought our way up the stairs through bunches of amorous
couples entwined in a variety of poses. Using the key to Tredici was
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akin to unlocking a vault and to our amazement the six berth bunk
room was empty. It was painfully obvious that Italians take quite
seriously all the medieval superstitious and mumbo jumbo associated
with the No. 13. However we were made of sterner stuff and dismissed
this 'hocus-pocus shibboleth* with a snort of derision. It did not take
long to distribute our kit over several acres of bunks to give the
impression that the cabine was fully occupied. I was quite good at this
caper, as I was heavily into the 'Chaos Theory' and could engineer a
disorganised clutter with my gear in 60 seconds flat.

BrenteiHut
Two young German lads arrived, swathed in a tangle of full body
harnesses, long complicated slings with huge screw gate karabiners.
There was a lot of teutonic mutterings and ernest scrutiny at a sheet of
instructions. We cleverly surmised they were embryonic via ferratists
and "nowt to do wi us".
Early next morning, I got up and smashed my head on a low slung
overhead beam. Stars danced before my eyes and pain sent shock
waves down my spine. Clutching my broken head in both hands I
painfully asked Sally to assess the damage and tell me the worst.
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Critically she probed and examined my poor head, kissed it better and
with a scornful laugh, said simply "Tredici".
With a head like Birkenhead, I walked slowly up the wide rocky
couloir towards our climb for the day. The Ampferer route on the
Campanile Basso was a huge tower 2883m high and one of the classics
in the Brenta Dolomites. The guide book assured us that this was a
"Bellissima Scalata su ottima roccia". A must do route. The two
German apprentice Via ferrata'ists surged past us in a cloud of dust,
bulging thighs, and all action thrust, favouring us with a curt, "Gruss
Gott".

Campanile Basso, Brenta Dolomites
My boots were crippling me and a No. 8 rock had craftily worked its
way to the back of my sack impinging painfully just above the kidneys.
We stopped just below the Col of the "Bocca di Brenta" and in my
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boots found two pieces of jagged dolomite, the size of walnuts. With a
venomous curse I flung them into the conic. Sally gave me one of her
withering looks and once again said "Tredici".
I felt, to quote Damon Runyan, "It was one of those days when
everything was 6 to 4 against", and it wasn't over by a long chalk. I
insisted that our approach to the route started from the Bocca di
Brenta and wasted 30 precious minutes trying very hard to make the
rock in front of me fit the guide book description!
Sally was tight lipped and furious as she had been quietly telling me,
at frequent intervals, we were going the wrong way. Realizing she was
right and I was wrong didn't make it any better. Harbouring murderous
thoughts towards guide book editors, we backtracked, and Sally
pointed dramatically to the big red dot on the wall, which I had
studiously ignored but marked the start of the Via Ferrata Bochette,
our take off point. The two German lads were still trying to make sense
of their complicated via ferrata apparatus as we swept past them on this
unique path which follows a horizontal fault line between two vertical
walls. A metre wide, this section was fitted out with chains and hand
rails, a doddle, and decamped us at the little Col (Bochetta dello
Campanile Basso) and the start of the real climbing.
The initial pitches were straight forward, steep, an on superb rock
with good holds just when you wanted them. However; as we were in a
narrow couloir communications echoed and became garbled. The
rope snagged on every bit of sticky-out lump of dolomite, and with
subtle malice twisted itself into serious knots. Dealing with this I
worked myself into a right royal evil bad temper and climbed
enveloped in a black cloud! On one of the key passages, "The Pooli
Wall", Sally just floated up, her hands and feet barely touching the
rock. Following cack handed, I fought and cursed and thugged my way
up, getting hands and feet in every wrong combination. Sally was silent
and tight lipped.
Several pitches higher up, we were both standing side by side on a
wee ledge, 3ft long x 9in wide with a yawning drop below. Without
warning Sally slapped an ASBU* on me. In a quiet but steely and
emphatic voice, she said "I've had enough of this PHB if you don't
start behaving better, much better I'm going home right now. The
ominous unspoken threat of instant divorce proceedings hung in the
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air. I was absolutely gob-smacked. Me behaving badly, heaven-forbid, a
little local difficulty perhaps. However; rapidly rewinding mentally the
last few hours, I had to admit to burning on a very short fuse and going
OTT on several occasions.. Suddenly there were a few splats of rain "Right" I said, "We're giving this away" and went straight into abseil
mode. Arriving back at the big red dot and the Bocca Di Brenta we
realized Tempus Fugit (time flies) and getting back to the hut in time
for supper was going to be a real challenge. Desperate to make amends
I asked Sally to take my rope and gear, then ran full tilt down the rocky
couloir in a wild series of leaps and bounds. In a lather of sweat and
dust I reached the hut in time to order the 'spag-bol' and a litre of
Chianti. Sally arrived just as the steaming plates were plonked on the
table and I felt that I might have recouped some brownie points and
atoned a little for my bad temper and bloody mindedness.
As we were tucking into our scoff, the imposing figure of Bruno
Detassis impressively filled the doorway of the hut, and in a flash I
remembered a Ray Greenhall tale when a bunch of the Rock and Ice
were camping near or dossing under the Brentei Hut. Two of them
had just done the famous Detassis route, the Via Delia Guido, a big 6
on the Crozzon de Brenta and were each nursing a beer in the hut to
celebrate their success, when a waiter came across and put two
steaming plates of Spag bol in front of them with a huge carafe of
Chianti. "We didn't order this", they cried, as their budget did not run
to meals in huts. The waiter shrugged and gestured to Bruno,
"complimentario de Signor Detassis" he said. Bruno approached,
spoke and his wife whose English was impeccable, translated "I have
bee watching you all day on the NE face, you didn't put a foot wrong,
Bon Appetite". What a man!!
We did not have enough cash in the kitty to stay more than one
night. Taking a deep breath, I leaned across to Sally, and after being
profusely apologetic, said "I really want to do this route on the
Campanile Basso, so why don't we go down to the valley in the
morning, snaffle some loot from the bank, come back to the hut and
go for it the following day?"
This we did. My equanimity was totally restored and Sally had more
than half forgiven me. The walk there and back was delightful and Sally
was well pleased to spot a rare form of Flag Iris by the path which I was
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able to photograph. We even remembered to buy some treats for the
hill. Things were looking good. The hut had thinned out and the
Guardian politely inquired whether we still wanted the Tredici cabine.
All smiles, we assured him No. 13 was fine, just fine, Certo.
The following day went like a dream. Knowing how to get to the
start and where the route was, was a bonus and it all went like
clockwork. Sally got the Pooli Wall pitch again and I managed to
equate myself without resorting to brute force and bad language. As a
team, we were going well. The route spirals its way up this vertical
tower in an elegant series of pitches. Just below a big ledge called the
Strade Provincal, was the bottom of a big chimney pitch, when two
German climbers appeared from below, moving fast, long-haired and
scruffy, with totally focussed looks. They looked like bad news. "Get in
that chimney" I said to Sally, "guard the entrance and give them the
dead eye, we are not having them climb all over us!" To our
astonishment they were extremely pleasant and well mannered. They
introduced themselves. "I am Claus and this is Herbie, we are students
from Munich" They waited patiently as we struggled with chock-stones
the size of cartwheels in the chimney.
This landed us on the Strade Provincal, a big wide ledge which runs
two thirds round the tower. From its east side the route went up a steep
wall to another ledge, from which an even steeper wall, the Ampferrer
that leads directly to the summit. Claus and Herbie appeared then an
Austrian boy and a girl from Vienna. We all grinned like Cheshire cats,
shook hands and kissed the bonny Viennese lass and my ever-loving
wife Sally. What a jolly party. The lass from Vienna said, "We are
almost an international team. We have a German party, an English
party, and an Austrian party and no f* * * * Italians or f* * * * French to
spoil it!" What a good day and the views were breathtaking. You could
see forever. I was ecstatic. "Look you can see Mont Blanc, and over
there, the Plain of Lombardy; northward, if you stretched the
imagination, just short of illusion, I'm sure I could just make out Win
Hill"!
Dancing and twirling about on the summit, Sally said to me," Now
Pete, be careful, remember where you are", * * *. All that remained
were the spine chilling, gut curdling abseils back to the corrie. What a
fantastic day!
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Notes:
* Anti Social Behaviour Ultimatum
* * Perfectly Horrible Benson (an acronym using my initials)
* * * Sally uttered this warning to Harold Wolley on one famous
occasion when on a steep ridge he wasn't paying attention and was
about to trip up and do himself a mischief.
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Lofoten - the magic worked for us
Angela Soper
A long time ago, I bought a guidebook to the Lofoten islands of
Norway called 'Climbing in the Magic Islands' and was inspired by the
climbing but discouraged by the weather. Then, at La Mussara refuge
in Spain Jo (Kilner) and I happened to meet Norwegians Helene and
Tor, who assured us that it didn't rain all the time in Lofoten, there
were no midges, and it was a 'must go' place. The following July
(2005) we were on the ferry to Kristiansand.
We disembarked at 9 a.m. to begin the long drive north. Torrential
rain accompanied us to Oslo but we carried on through the forested
scenery, alternately driving or sleeping, and made steady progress
despite the strict speed limits. It didn't get dark, and we crossed the
Arctic Circle at 7 the following morning. There was an almost
deserted car park and a visitors' centre in a landscape like the
Cairngorm plateau. We reached Skutvik at 12.25 and drove straight
onto the 12.30 ferry to Svolvaer. As the ship sailed, the clouds lifted
from the islands, the sun shone on the rugged peaks of Austvag0y, and
we began to feel the magic.
We set up camp by the sea at Kalle, a lovely place, free but with
basic facilities, and were soon climbing on Lofoten granite, just two
evenings after leaving home. The sun was high, the sea turquoise,
nothing disturbed the peace. From the top of Pianokrakken we had a
clear view of Presten, the most famous cliff on the island, rising 400 m
from the coast road. Our main ambition was to climb its west pillar.
We looked at each other. 'Are you thinking what I'm thinking?
Tomorrow will be a glorious day - we have to go for the pillar or we
might miss out'.
Back at the camp two young men from Finland were getting ready
for an early start on Vestpillaren. They told us it had rained
continuously for a week, and they had done nothing. We caught up on
our sleep, set out on the pillar mid-morning via the Direct Start, and
reached the second stance just as the sun came round. The Finns were
several pitches up, a Swiss couple were on the original start, and a big
team of Czechs had arrived at the foot of the climb.
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The climbing was trad at its best, on clean granite with good
protection. Leading through, we arrived at pitch 5 just before the Swiss
and soon caught up with the Finns - they were a bit surprised! But
there was no hurry on such a perfect day; it was sheer delight to be high
up on Presten, looking out to all the little islands. The magic was
working for everyone.
Vestpillaren is a brilliant 12 pitch route, graded 6 in the Norwegian
system that is c. E1/E2. The Finns continued finding the route, we
were right behind them, and soon everyone was celebrating at the top.
On the hike back to the road we swam in a warm mountain lake, and
in the evening we looked up again and saw Presten covered in climbers
who would top out in the midnight sun. Most evenings the Finns made
a bonfire, and we all sat around it until late. The sea came and went
softly in the bay. We picked and ate lots of blueberries and
cloudberries. The east face of Vagakallen (942 m) made a towering
back-drop. The fine weather held, and we climbed on different crags,
mostly less accessible but shorter than the Pillar.

Angela climbing on the cliffs ofParadiset
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We soloed around on the sea cliffs of Paradiset just along from our
camp, Svolv8Br, climbed the Svolvefirgeita by the 6+ Englevinger, and
made the spectacular jump between the goat's horns. For us the steep
pitches were easier than the thin slabs.

Angela on Overhanging Crack (6+) on Englevinger

When our new friends left, some of the magic went with them, and
the weather began to change. It was time for us to go too. Our chance
meeting with Helene in the Spanish refuge had resulted in a fantastic
climbing holiday. There were other consequences: Helene came to
RHM 2005 in Wales, and this led to her organising RHM 2006 in
Romsdal. My guidebook has been to Lofoten again; a Pinnacle Club
team used it just before the Romsdal meet, and they had a magic time.
Stella and John took it last year. It's still in good condition, if anyone
needs it - but by the time you read this there'll be a new Rockfax guide
to the magic islands. Go for it!
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Australia - the hard way
Val Hennelly
We sat in Melbourne Airport sharing a bottle of red wine and
finishing off our remaining scraps of food before the long haul back. It
was a relaxed and (another) indulgent moment taken after the check in
and while we got the odd look, we were just two eccentric English
ladies abroad, or so the natives presumably surmised.
We had started out around 3 weeks earlier from Heathrow with the
lack of organisation that a holiday involving Cartwright and Hennelly
can involve. We were without detailed planning - had no camping kit
and no fixed itinerary after an initial week in Tasmania. We both
knew Margaret would have been horrified, but what could go wrong in
Australia? Not a lot as it turned out.

Pru and Val, Australia
Our initial flight was with BA to Melbourne via Hong Kong. A
couple of hour stopover there involved ritual passing in and out of
China and checks of passports. Our initial leg had been worrisome by
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the poor woman next to us who was in extreme pain. She got worse on
the second leg and eventually after an onslaught of concern by the pair
of us on the disinterested cabin crew, a doctor was called, she was
moved to first class and a kidney stone diagnosed. We were rewarded
with wine and extra room, for being so vigilant and put upon.
From Melbourne we were flying onto Tasmania. Needless to say
our (Pru's) luggage was significantly overweight (though she swore she
had only put a few things in after she had weighed the bag on her
special anti-gravity scales) and so a quick repack at the airport stowed
all our climbing gear into left luggage and with a lighter conscience we
decamped to the overnight hotel.
The next morning's flight to Tasmania was a short hop with clear
views over the mountains and an approach into Hobart, the capital,
over beautiful bays and turquoise seas. Tasmania was our first stop
because the weather was allegedly better earlier than later in the
summer and we had designs on peaks. Hobart was a fascinating little
town, very cutesy with colonial bungalows with wrought iron railings,
corrugated roofs and manicured gardens, combined with town
buildings of more grandiose design befitting the capital of the island.
The plan was 2 days of relaxation and then to Launceston to pick up
our pre-arranged tour with Tasmanian Expeditions. Because of time
constraints we had decided to go with an organised tour as the best way
to see the Island's main outdoor attractions; it worked out well, mainly
because Pru and I were the only clients for the second half of the week
and so had a bespoke service!
We spent a happy first afternoon in Hobart, starting off with a bottle
of wine and plate of local cheeses, followed by a stroll to the botanical
gardens and several new bird ticks on the way. Of great note was the
yellow wattled Plover - a splendid bird with yellow dewlaps dangling
like an old moustache. He was as common as a blackbird on the
coastal strip but that did not lessen our delight. The gardens were nice,
but you could tell from the nip in the air that not a lot stood between
us and the Antarctic.
Following a sleep we were refreshed for a walk to one of the best
restaurants in Hobart where Pru had wallaby and we tried Tasmanian
whisky. Not bad.
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The next day after a tour of Hobart including the Christmas pageant
we caught the bus to Launceston. In Hobart we had stayed in a
wonderful B&B but for Launceston we stayed in the far more basic
Sportsman Hotel (Pru left that decision to me to her dismay) and after
a night of live rock music we were not refreshed for the start of our
tour.
The tour guide, Ben, picked us and the other clients up at the
Sportsman. This was the crunch point - what would they be like? We
were lucky - they were only two - a lady from Western Australia
named Miira, (pronounced Mirror she told me testily soon after I had
got it wrong a couple of times) and a Canadian called Heather who was
over for a wedding. They were both about our age (middle aged) and
obviously weighed us up with equal consternation. They were only
signed up for a 3 day trip to Cradle Mountain and the National Park
whereas Pru and I had also signed up for the South West and Lake St
Clair.
Ben looked about 12 but assured us he was experienced in the
outback. At our disposal we had a minibus and with only 4 passengers
all was very civilised. The first afternoon we went to Cradle Mountain
National Park and walked on a perfect afternoon around Cradle Lake.
Ben was a great guide to the flora and fauna and had us spotting
indigenous animals, and becoming scatological experts. We saw much
Wombat poo before seeing one; it comes out in square brickets and is
strategically placed on the highest point they can manage - marker
poles were obviously made for their convenience. The lake walk was
good, but gentle and with loads of daylight and excellent weather Pru
and I were frustrated not to go up the mountain, that day. But this
wasn't the on the itinerary - the downside of group arrangements.
The next day was our mountain day. We started from the
Waldheim cabin, the original home of Gustav and Kate Weindorfer
who led the campaign for creating a National Park. Our route took us
past Crater Lake, a geographical feature of note for Australians, being a
glacial formed cirque in a country with no glaciers. The going was easy
but for Miira it was a struggle and at the Kitchen Hut (built on stilts to
allow access in deep snow) a council of war was held over the brewing
tea - up or down. Pru and I made a unilateral decision and set off
leaving Ben then in a quandary with two clients on the loose and two
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more needing his attention. It was a fine scramble to the top over
dolerite boulders and pillars and we had a great view. Ben turned up
eventually with Heather after Miira agreed to wait.
For the final day we had sunshine again and a short walk around
more duck boards along riversides - all very idyllic. After a picnic
lunch Pru and I were whisked off by our own personal chauffeur to the
south west of the island and a stopover at Strahan. It was grey when we
arrived there but I doubt that sunshine would make it much less bleak.
It had started life as a penal outpost with prisoners kept on one of the
islands in Macquarie Bay. Ben insisted we see the longest running play
in Tasmania - the Ship That Never Was - which told the tale of an
enterprising bunch of prisoners who hijacked a ship and eventually
made it to Chile. They were apprehended after some years and
brought back to Tasmania where they stood trial for piracy. The play
was about the construction of the ship and the subsequent trial - I
won't give away the ending because it will still be playing if you go
there!
Our morning walk was along the beach from Hellspoint at the
mouth of the bay - the big southern ocean breakers were spectacular
but the beach forlorn in yet more grey weather. After lunch in Strahan
we continued our tour of the island to St Clair Lake which is the
southern end of the overland track from Cradle Mountain.
The weather was still grim the next day, but undaunted we rose early
and set off up Mount Rufus. Ben was determined the walk would take
12 hours which looked a major overestimate to us, but we acquiesced
to the 7 am start, especially as breakfast was laid on. This was a
fascinating walk - up through several zones of lush vegetation and with
great birds along the way, especially the Yellow Tailed Black
Cockatoos who accompanied us noisily for several hundred yards.
The weather steadily deteriorated with winds rising. The final
Cairngorm like plateau was a struggle with Pru and I linked arm in arm
to steady against the wind. The top was a top - all grey and wet and we
were soon gone, stopping for the ubiquitous brew in the forest out of
the wind line. We completed the round in 7 hours and Ben was
impressed - obviously his normal clients must be a different calibre.
The final evening and day were devoted to wildlife spotting pademelons and bush-tailed possums near the hut, and echidna on the
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road, and a visit to a Tasmanian Devil sanctuary. The sanctuary was
fascinating; the proprietor was an enthusiastic naturalist who kept baby
Devils in his bag and handled grown up ones like pets. Our final B&B
was luxurious and we had a superb fish meal at Still Waters - the
restaurant to be seen in. Before the flight on the Saturday we squeezed
in a quick walk up Cataract Gorge, an unusual wild park in the middle
of Launceston.
For the next stage of the trip we had a car booked but we had no
accommodation sorted after the first night and so we wanted to get to
Horsham early to sort it out. Progress was however slowed by our one
and only speeding ticket of the holiday an hour from the airport. The
Policeboy was humourless and uncharmed and so we watched our
speed more carefully after that; the police have forward facing radar
guns in their cars and pick you up from a distance as you drive towards
them.
In Horsham we found information on the Natimuk Hotel with
accommodation in mobile home type. These had showers but no
drinking water because the entire state water supply was contaminated
after last year's fires. This was the home for us - a bit expensive for 2
but far more inviting than the campsite on the comfort front, although
aficionados will say the campsite atmosphere is better of course!
Finally we were climbing - the Arapiles were all we had expected.
We were cautious with the grades and both very unfit for climbing at
the start of the week. But we climbed for 7 days and despite being
burnt off in weather sometimes, not always finding the route, and
occasionally getting bitten by a lizard, by the end we were going quite
well for us. We particularly enjoyed the Shrou*d on the Pharos which
was a free standing tower. The ascent was good and the descent yet
another free hanging abseil which was difficult to find.
In between all the climbing we did our usual things of bird watching
and sightseeing. Horsham was light on retail opportunities, but the
bird watching along the Wimmera River was good, and we went to the
Mallee Fowl sanctuary. MFs are like a cross between a pheasant and a
turtle, and not very bright. Inevitably they had been hunted by
Europeans nearly to extinction and despite protection now were still
under threat from that introduced predator, the fox. The turtle
resemblance is because they don't sit on eggs but bury them in a
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carefully constructed thermostatic hole which they spend lots of time
hanging around adjusting the vegetation on top to keep the
temperature just right When the chicks hatch they ignore them. Very
much an evolutionary up hill struggle.

Pru on D Major1, the Arapiles
Our next destination was the Grampian Mountains. We had been
concerned it may be wet here, but around 40% had been devastated by
forest fire the previous season and the dams were still not full. One of
the reasons for the poor water quality was the amount of wildlife killed
in the vicinity of the water runs.
For our first day we had a great walk up Briggs Bluff, through lots of
Eucalypts to a view of more of them. There was a small waterfall on
route, which tempted the birds in and spot of the day was Crimson
Rosellas. We didn't have any accommodation for this leg of the
journey but the postman in Natimuk had recommended the Emu
Holiday Park, and so despite its dubious name, we rolled up and were
blessed. We acquired a delightful cabin in the woods with its own
floor show of possums on the veranda after dark. The people who ran
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the park also ran a wildlife sanctuary and we were shown the rescued
joeys in their dog baskets and pillow cases in the lounge and the baby
frog mouthed owl. The latter grows up into a canny hunter - the
inside of its mouth is fluorescent and so it merely opens wide and the
insects fly in... Vicky and Alan were committed individuals living on a
shoestring and supporting the wildlife with dedication
The plan for the day was a climb on Mount Difficult and as it didn't
come into the sun until the afternoon we had a lazy morning shopping
in Halls Gap and sightseeing at the Boroka lookout. The forest here
had been burnt the previous year, but regeneration was vigorous, with
the trunks of the Eucalypts looking like they were covered in ivy as the
leave burst out all the way up them. And there were groves of
spectacular native grasses burnt to three foot high stumps but flowering
with six foot high spears.
We left the car at 1.00 and the day got a little fraught after that The
book said 25 minutes for the approach, and at 50 minutes we were
barely at the base of the crag. Finding the climb took time, not helped
by Hennelly heebie-jeebies brought on by the hour and the fact that
there was no one else on the hill. Eventually we got there at 3 - the
climb was called Epanimondas and was three long pitches. I wittered
considerably; the first pitch looked intimidating; Pru was renowned for
benightments etc etc, but eventually we were committed and it was the
best climb of the holiday. Two long pitches of contrast - the first a
gritstone like wall, and the second a steep crack, followed by a chimney
that required a full body approach. The descent took a bit of finding
and another pitch amidst the bluffs and towers of the top, but we were
back to the car by 7.30, with an hour of daylight to spare as Pru
pointed out to me firmly.
The next day was the final climb of the holiday - Threadneedle on
Mount Staypleton, with an easy walk in to a spectacular corrie
containing the orange Taipan Wall - territory of the hard men.
Threadneedle was interesting; the first pitch took Pru into a cave and
the second pitch took me out by a different hole. Not hard but very
pleasurable, and an easy descent off chains for two abseils.
Our final walk was the Fortress in the south of the range. This was a
pleasant walk, a tiny bit of water, lots of trees and great bird spot of a
Brush Bronzewing, a rare pigeon! The Fortress used to have one of
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the hardest climbs in the world on it, and staring up at the enormous
overhang and crack you could feel its reputation.
From there it was south. We arrived in Fairyport, found a hotel,
and had our peaceful evening scuppered by the news that it was Short
Tailed Shearwater season and there was a colony of them nesting on
the shore. So it was a rapid wash up, a quick meal and out in our
duvets to the STS spotting platform. It was already dusk when we got
there and about a dozen people were installed. One or two birds
flitted in like bats; it got darker and colder; people started to drift away
with a sense of anticlimax, but right on full dark the birds returned in a
swarm. The next hour was spellbinding - birds wheeling in the
starlight, the air filled with the whooshes. Pru and I outstayed all the
others (those duvets) and were entranced. Go there if you are ever in
the vicinity at the right time - it is a rare sight of nature to behold.
Penultimate day was the Great Ocean Road, and it was. There are
lots of descriptions of this, and I would thoroughly recommend the
drive. Despite the publicity it is not crowded, and the shoreline is
spectacular and wildlife as ever abounds. A sharp spot by Pru near the
Kennet river gave us our only Koalas in the wild.
So all in all it was a great holiday. Whatever your grade I would
recommend the Arapiles and Grampians - and the country and
wildlife was fascinating. Next time we are thinking of going back to the
Arapiles and Great Barrier Reef, but are hoping it might have rained
before then . . ... the only problem was it was too dry!
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Chilling Out in the Atacama
Annabelle Barker
The Atacama Desert was the lure that got me to Chile. The deserts
of northern India and Pakistan where I have spent a lot of time are
amongst my favourite places, but these wild mountain landscapes
where I felt so much at ease are now closed for political reasons. The
Atacama presented an alternative.
The drive from the airport to the oasis which is San Pedro de
Atacama proved that this was a very different desert. True there were
mountains but these were regular-shaped volcanoes. The ooh's and
aah's of my friends were not echoed by me, for these volcanoes were
all identical, steep-sided, strewn with ash, impossible to climb. Not my
bag at all; and I resigned myself to a week of inanimate ennui.
San Pedro itself was utterly delightful, a collection of white-washed
adobe type buildings built in ever increasing numbers (for it is a
developing resort) around the imposing church of San Pedro. It was
truly an oasis of calm made more attractive to me by the presence of a
large number of dogs milling around - seemingly strays but all in
excellent condition; a far cry from the image of mange and rabiesridden dogs associated with South America. "The people look after
them," I was told on enquiring as told on enquiring as to their
ownership.
The question of what to do was raised once we were settled into our
simple but spotless B&B run by a friendly couple indigenous to the
area. Maria met all the buses coming into the village in an effort to gain
custom as theirs was a new establishment and not included in those
tourist bibles - The Lonely Planet OT The Rough Guide. Who could
fail to be charmed by her smiling face under its large flower-bedecked
pink hat.
The answer to the question what to do was - not a lot. If you think
about it, activities in the desert are curtailed by the obvious lack of
water. Trekking is out and indeed it would be exceedingly tedious if it
existed.
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The Tourist Office was to provide the answer. My friends who
accompany me on my travels have great faith in these ghastly places,
full of earnest uniformed personnel. I am not usually allowed in, as in
the past I have been known to give way to my feelings of revulsion that
I should be treated as a mere tourist.
So I contented myself with the tourist shops. My contempt for
tourists does not extend to the shops that provide their insatiable needs
for souvenirs, authentic clothing, jewellery and all the associated tat
they offer. Show me a tourist shop and I am in there with the best of
them, a sucker for all they offer.
"We have booked to go on excursions for three days" was Prue's
(Cartwright) boast on meeting up. "It's really cheap and sounds
wonderful." I glanced towards Margaret (Clennett) for confirmation she has a firmer grasp on reality than Pru who seems to have endless
resources of money and suffers badly from over-enthusiasm. Margaret
seemed happy and so I gritted my teeth and prepared for three days of
hell.
Crammed into a minibus we finally left the resort the next morning,
having gone around picking up passengers from every hotel. My mood
was black from the word go. The journey was terrifying, shrines lined
the roadside, and we were jovially informed by the tour guide that
Chilean drivers are the worst in the world. A faint hope that we might
meet with an accident was not realised.
Now apart from looking at the holiday photos of friends is there
anything worse than The Tour Guide, particularly the variety that is
learning to speak English. Oh the horror Pru of course delights in such
people and latches onto them like a leech discussing tenses, verbs,
nouns and adjectives in her Duchess of Hereford voice.
I cannot remember where we went that day - it might have been to
look at flamingos (seen loads of them before anyway), but we staggered
cramp-ridden from the minibus into a small hostelry that evening. It
was set in the square at San Pedro where the horrors of the day were
swiftly eclipsed by the delights of Chilean Merlot.
After much of this we decided to eat amongst the throngs of small
children and dogs who wandered in and out of the restaurant (Health
and Safety has not yet reached the Atacama).
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It was dark when we emerged unsteadily into the village square
where we beheld an amazing sight. Sitting on a stool atop a very rickety
stage, clad in a dark suit and a pale pink tie was a small stocky middleaged man. In front of him was a concert grand piano from which the
strains of the Moonlight Sonata were issuing forth.
The audience was equally amazing - elderly people fast asleep,
babes in arms or in prams, some sleeping, some crying, kids doing
wheelies on bikes in and out of the chairs and of course about a
hundred and one dogs milling around. We quickly grabbed some
chairs and were entertained for about an hour with some classic pieces
ranging from Chopin to Gershwin before staggering back to bed.
The next day was terminally boring so I shall spare you the details.
The piece de resistance was to be the third day - A VISIT TO
THE GEYSERS!! (Hadn't we done that in Iceland?) - seen one
geyser, seen them all - just spouts of hot water which is likely to scald
you to death if you get too close. We had wisely avoided them whilst in
New Zealand, but Pru, like the geysers, was in full flow with
excitement.
To add insult to injury it was a pre-dawn start - 4am to be precise.
Now I am not a morning person and detest the cold so you can
imagine my feelings as we roared off. It is extremely cold in the desert
at night and my plans for a quick snooze till daylight were thwarted by
the sub-zero temperature. The only glimmer of light on the horizon
(spot the pun) was the presence of a new tour guide who spoke fluent
English, and was much more handsome than his predecessor. When
the chips are down a handsome face is a real bbost, believe me.
We duly arrived at the geysers to find every tourist in the Atacama
already there, bundled up against the cold. We then hunkered down
fortified by hot coffee to wait for the geysers to do their stuff. The
performance began right on time - something to do with the sunrise,
and huge spouts of water, some a hundred feet, shot out of the ground.
The performance did not last long and I thought 'good, we can go
now' but no, worse horrors awaited. We were expected to swim in the
hot pools. Pru and Margaret had come equipped with costumes and
towels. I personally do not indulge in water sports of any description,
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not being a pretty sight these days in a swimsuit, and I have found there
is often a severe risk of hypothermia. However I accompanied my
friends to the pool where I was duly entertained.
One of our fellow passengers on the tour was a rather strange
French lady. This was not one of the glamorous variety but a small,
elderly, scruffy and very intense person. She proceeded to strip off with
gay abandon and soon revealed the most amazing pink corset
Fascinated I watched her shed this object of non-desire and carefully
place it in her bag atop the now semi dormant geysers, the words of the
tour guide ringing in my ears - "many people are scalded to death by
sudden spouts of water". I should be so lucky!
Back on the bus - me cheering up as our three-day excursions were
now all ticked when all hell broke loose. The French lady announced
that her purse had been stolen, a very embarrassing situation as we
were all under suspicion. It was handled very well by the tour guide
who realized that Madame was indeed somewhat strange and tried to
play down the incident. The contents of Madame's handbag were
splayed out several times during the next hour as she continued her
fevered search, the corset being displayed on each occasion (for she
had not put it back on). No one on the bus was making eye ball
contact, there being major embarrassment all round.
Just as we entered the village there was a shriek of delight and
Madame, waving the corset on high, suspenders jangling wildly,
announced the missing purse was found - "It was caught up in my
corset", she beamed.
A sigh of relief was heard coming from the tour guide, followed by
an even larger one when we reached Madame's hotel and she alighted
from the bus.
And so ended our three excursions and our sojourn in the Atacama.
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Surviving Weekend Meets
Fred Reynolds
Part II

Accommodation
There are only a few camping meets each year, and they are always
timetabled to coincide with a cyclonic depression sitting over the whole
country. It makes no difference where you go; it will be a wash-out
The annual 'high camp' is so-called because high winds accompany the
incessant rain.
With a bit of luck then, you'll never have to set out at all, and you
and your camping gear will make the wet-weather alternative in pristine
condition. However, bad timing on the part of the weather pattern may
force you onto the hill, knowing full well there will be a shambolic
retreat later on. If you don't fancy this, you can always try The Missed
Rendezvous Strategy, whereby, from the cosy little B&B you stayed in
overnight, you telephone a damp and bedraggled meet leader at the
wet-weather doss and ask witheringly why no-one turned up. All you
need do then is to stand with your gear in the rain for twenty minutes,
before joining the others and impressing with tales of wild winds,
atrocious visibility, and the challenge of being alone in such conditions.
Most frequently, you will stay in hut accommodation, where alpine
style bunks are the norm. Those who place a premium on personal
space are going to struggle unless they plan ahead or only come on very
small meets. You can often acquire an extra body-width of space either
side of your slot, by the careful siting of your belongings or a spare
sleeping bag. You should not do this, however, if it results in obvious
overcrowding for others, as your actions could be seen as selfish and
uncharitable. Getting your sleep is important, but not at the expense of
your image.
By the way, earplugs are well-nigh essential because those people
who declare that they never snore are lying through their teeth.
Opting for a top bunk gives at least some sense of space, albeit over
your head, but you should be aware that this may be setting the seeds
of your own downfall later in the night. At two a.m. your level of
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intellectual functioning is likely to be pretty well zilch, so middle-ofthe-night trips to the toilet can become quite complex activities. For
high level devotees at Cwm Dyli and similarly designed huts, this
translates to especial danger. (Those who habituate on low level bunks
can probably skip the remaining paragraphs in this section unless they
wish to congratulate themselves on the rewards of their good
judgement.)
You must have the confidence to use your headlamp. If you try the
whole thing without it, under the impression that you will disturb fewer
people, it will end in disaster. For starters, whilst groping for the edge
of the bunk, you will wake up the two people sleeping on either side.
In hissing your apologies, you are bound to disturb any light sleepers.
(Insomniacs, of course, will have been listening from the moment your
sleeping bag zip first gave the game away.) Maybe this small group of
not disinterested listeners will be wishing you well as you approach the
crux - crossing the gap from bunk to ladder and then descending - but
none of them will muster enough generosity of spirit to warn you that
your fate is sealed from the moment you tentatively float out a limb
feeling for the said ladder.
Unable to locate the crucial first rung, you experience a little pang of
anxiety. Maintaining your unconsolidated bridging position is tiring but
mostly you're irritated; it's only a step for goodness sake. And so,
cursing not-so-sotto voce you reach further. Suddenly you lose control.
Everyone holds their breath as desperate scrabbling noises pervade the
darkness, evidence of your futile efforts to regain lost ground.
Try to maintain a stoic silence as you plummet earthwards; at this
stage there's no sense in inviting total ridicule by screaming. The
utterance of such phrases as "And so...I die" and "That it should come
to this..." is also to be discouraged as such statements smack of
melodrama. The only impact that should concern you is the one you
are about to make with the floor. If you come down feet first, apart
from the suspicion that your body has compressed itself by at least
three inches, there's a good chance you should be able to limp off
under your own steam. Landing on alternative parts of your anatomy
will, almost certainly, render you immobile and you'll have to wait for
assistance. Either way, the resolute thud of your heavy landing will
finally arouse the few who have, thus far, failed to acknowledge your
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personal crisis. The main light is switched on; your fall from grace is
evident to all, but at least you'll have a choice of driver if you need to
take a trip to A & E.
So, have conviction and light your way. Okay, by the time you have
extricated yourself from your sleeping bag and gymnastically
descended the ladder, your headlamp will have carried out several
sweep searches of even the most unvisited corners of the hut. But keep
faith, because the only people who will have noticed the ever-changing
illuminations will be the insomniacs, and they will be only too glad of
the diversion. Everyone else will have remained steadfastly asleep,
because you have remained steadfastly quiet.

The breakfast brouhaha
It's Saturday morning and a real hive of activity in the hut It's all
clatter and chatter, and it's not yet 8.30. If your organisational skills are
up to it, you can really score personality points by joining this melee.
Consuming your muesli and banana with one hand, you can prepare
your packed lunch with the other, and periodically make intelligent
and witty contributions to the repartee. Within the wink of an eye, your
sac is packed with essential items only; you know where you're going,
who with and it's still before nine. In the face of such a bravura display,
there's every chance that an inept arrival the previous evening will be
written off as a mere aberration.
If you genuinely cannot handle this early morning dynamism, you
would do best to procure a cup of tea and discreetly return upstairs
until it's all over. Making a laid-back entrance when the numbers have
thinned can be very effective, provided you ddn't leave it too late. It is
difficult to make an impact in an empty hut.
The worst thing you can do is to immerse yourself in this interactive
maelstrom at it's height, thinking that you'll spark up a bit given five
minutes or so. You'll simply end up in a corner, appalled at the assault
on your senses and with your participatory skills lurking on zero. The
convivial majority will interpret this as further evidence that you are a
pathetic wimp unable to get to grips with anything. You might as well
go home.
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A Blog of Many Parts: Greatend Corner
Mandy GI anvil I
Stella Adams
Jackie Prosser

Part One: 1984
I have good memories of climbing before the filming of 'Lakeland
Rock' in 1984, Gill Price and Florrie set off to do 'Nagasaki Grooves'
and me and Kit set off to do 'Banzai Pipeline' on Greatend Crag in
Borrowdale. I was very nervous, as everyone had said pitch two had
next to no gear, with a long blank section, but I felt confident that that
was the route for me and after a lot of Bouldering and encouragement
from Kit, we all arrived at the top having had a fantastic time. The only
other route that appealed to me at the time was the Corner, but alas
even then it was too vegetated to contemplate.

Mandy Glanvill

Part Two: 2008
This was the second year I had been going on about doing it cleaning the corner and then finally climbing it (not that I'm climbing
HVS, 5a or in-fact confident at all that I would get up it). I was also
incredulous that the FRCC Guide of 'Selected Rock Climbs in the
English Lake District' had excluded not only these fine 2 and 3 star
routes but also the crag!
So at the start of the dry weather in the Lakes in May, I thought
enough is enough put your money where your mouth is and get on
with it. So the following day I got my cleaning stuff together - Kit's old
peg hammer (long point for clearing channels), soft hand brush, wire
brush, pruning saw and 60m of static caving rope. Also access gear for
the ab. and helmet. Julie was expressing worry I was going to do 'The
cleaning' on my own with the only support from the trusty hound
Holland. I thought being a level 3 supervisor access specialist with
current ticket, if you may, was a huge margin of safety plus the trusty
hound Holland.
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It was boiling hot day and with a heavy rucksack we trudged off
round under Black crag and up the path to the saddle then forged
around Greatend to its wooded top. Having established that Holland
had to 'get back' - she disappeared for a lazy day in dappled shade. I
was armed with a 200% zoom of the topo for the crag in the current
guide, since I didn't want to wear reading glasses and loose them. Now
where was the top of the climb? I abed down over overhanging
vegetation to the right of The Pillar pitch 4 to get my bearings and find
the corner - oh. There it was that green thing at the change of angle in
the faces. Up I went to be madly greeted by the hound, who I was
worried was going to fall through the overhanging heather with her 10
year old wobbly back legs.
I had spotted a tree at the top to aim for and re-rigged to it, and then
off again. I cleaned the top two pitches before I ran out of rope and
puff on the first belay stance. I had cleared all the vegetation as far as I
could reach in both directions; left and right, to ensure the climb had a
chance of keeping its drainage channel clear.
I raked out all the fern matting in the back crack where the runner
placements would be - it is spaced but 'bomber' and I brushed the
faces so there would be some friction in most dry days. So once again
the route could claim its former glory of a spectacular line. It looked
inviting, but also although gear good it was rather spaced and the
climbing was defiantly harder than 4c.
6 hours of hard graft, I just caught The Shepherds Cafe before it
closed, covered in dirt and scratches.
A few days later I was back, abed down the. 60m and attached a 50m
9mm climbing rope and continued to finish the job. The top two
pitches I gave a final soft brush down and gave the bottom pitch a
'Glanvill hard clean'.
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Greatend Corner, Lakes
Near the bottom, I realised a sleight error - all the debris was pilling
onto the remainder of my rope. So I had to change and prussic down
and dig it out. To give you some idea of the enormity of this the
vegetation at the base was some 4 m up the crag. I excavated the
bottom of the corner, and told the world it was clean'. Another 4 hours
had passed.
Mandy Glanvill
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Part Three:
I was climbing well in Sardinia - 6a/b and Mandy thought I was the
one to lead her up. She lead the first pitch - it all seamed fine until I
second it - god it was like ball-bearings.......
Jackie Prosser

Part Four:
The climb last Tuesday with jonny.
Stella Adams

Part Five:
It's now been 24 years to date, and I'm still waiting to do it. I've even
hatched a cunning plan and cleaned 'Banzai Pipeline El, 5b - it was
quite clean, although the second pitch placements needed clearing out
The top pitch now goes straight up the 4th pitch of the' Pillar' at the
same grade in line with the rest of the climb (this was not my doing).
Also another 3 star - 'No Holds Barred' E2, 5b as Martha said she was
looking for good E2's... I've left a message on her phone...
Mandy Glanvill
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Climbing a Polished Masterpiece
Charlotte Whitmore
For some time I have considered going on a Fell & Rock Climbing
Club (F&R) meet, but had not got round to it. An opportunity arose
early in 2007, when the F&R invited a PC member to attend their
centenary meet over the May Bank Holiday Weekend. I responded
and was subsequently informed that I had been put down for Bracken
Close. Inspection of the map revealed it was the one hut that was the
most difficult to get to. A quick call to a PC member provided details
to find my way to the hut. It all sounded quite straightforward or so it
seemed.
A reasonable departure put me within half a mile of the hut by
10pm. I drove past the campsite and on down the track looking for
some sign to head me up to the hut. When I reached a meat packing
facility I realized I must have passed the turnoff. Much driving up and
down the track and a rising sense of frustration - I could see the lights
of the hut but getting to it seemed more difficult. In the end I resorted
to crawling down the track inspecting every break in the wall, eventually
finding a gate with a badge on it ('Bracken Close') - at last! I just hoped
that there would still be people up!
I parked up and walked into the hut and introduced myself. The
best response I got was," Hello, would you like a G&T". After such a
great start I sorted out bagging a bunk in the women's area - the norm
for F&R huts. Sat and chatted for a while with a few people on the
topic of cask conditioned ales over bottled lagers, the latter being
dismissed as a lesser quality drink. I thought I had better come
clean...." I have bottles of Budweiser with me" and promptly went to
bed.
Up reasonably early looking to get out climbing and the Warden
spoke to me about being the PC guest (he hadn't realized last night). I
also found out that there was to be no centenary dinner at the hut (the
instructions said to just bring 1 meal....). Apparently all the huts have
dinners laid on with various events - Ceilidh, 60's band, Edwardian
fancy dress, etc. At our hut we opted for 'bar room gymnastics' as I
found out. I focussed on trying to link up with someone to go climbing
with whilst eating breakfast. After asking around it was apparent that
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much of the climbing was multi-pitch and no one fancied doing it as a
threesome, fair enough. I set about having breakfast and chatted with a
F&R member, the hut warden who mentioned people he knew from
the Pinnacle Club. Pam Holt was one and he regaled a story about
going walking with her in the Scottish hills which didn't end too well
(see previous journal 2003 - 2005 for Pam's version).
I managed to sort out some climbing with F&R member Andy
Birtwhisde and his wife Sue, who were going up to Kier Knotts (single
pitch routes) to do some VS's in the 'sun'. We set off and had a sunny
walk up, passing a wedding at the chapel that was just starting for a local
farmer's girl - great setting. An hour or so took us to the base of Kern
Knotts, which was a bit windy once you had stopped so additional
layers were added to keep warm. I even put on gloves and hat too!
Andy Birtwhisde led both routes - Innominate Crack and Kern Knotts
Crack, both VS 4c. I hadn't climbed for a while so the 'head' was
somewhat sluggish. We then moved round the side to look at Button
Hook Route (HVS 5a, 5a), which Aridy wanted to do. I seconded him
and the start was very hard but I managed to get up the strenuous bits
eventually. Sue opted for photographer for this route.
As the day was still young Andy suggested we do Napes Needle
which wasn't far away, one I had on my classics tick list. Given the
topic of the weekend and the fact that this was reportedly the first route
that led to the formation of the F&R, it was very fitting together with
Bracken Close being the first hut the F&R had. We made our way up
and along the climber's traverse, past Tropic Wall (will have to come
back and do that route) to then 'Thread the Needle' - nice and shiny
from all the hundreds of people who have squirmed their way through
it. Andy's wife Sue didn't want to climb it and opted to be
photographer.
There are at least four lines on it with the traditional route going up
the middle. This is now graded at HS, on account of being able to see
one's face on much of the rock, particularly on the crux section.
Climbing on polished rock requires a certain attitude and having not
led much all year I could feel my 'head' wincing at all the shiny bits!
Needs must as they say and I stepped off the ledge and took a
rightwards trending route which looked the least shiny. The crux is
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getting onto the 'top block'. I could see the rock was quite shiny from a
history of people slithering their way up onto it.
After an age of deliberation on which way to go up (the options were
quite limited so reducing the dilemma to two choices) I tried to ignore
the polish on polish and will my feet to 'stick to polish' and scrabbled
my way up and onto the block. The relief was short-lived once I
realized how small the top block was and then set about setting up a
belay - wrapping the rope around the block I was sat on. Apparently
most climbers just down climb off the top block - didn't quite fancy
that one at all! Andy climbed up and then we set up an abseil and
headed back down. Very enjoyable and in keeping with the centenary
weekend activities...
The walk back to the hut was pleasant along the climbers traverse
and a descent down Gavelneese which was a bit of a thigh burner! We
got back about 9.30pm, by which time we were ravenously hungry.

Contemplating the 'polished crux!
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Over dinner I perused some of the club journals and picked the first
one, 1907-09, to find out about climbing antics in the early beginnings
of the club including the ascent of Napes Needle.

Early ascent ofNapes Needle (reproduced from the first F&RJournal
with permission ofthe FRCC)
The rest of the evening was spend having a great time doing bar room
gymnastics. These included moving a wine cork as far as one can stretch
using one arm whilst balancing on the other; and traversing a chair to pick
up a teaspoon in one's mouth at strategic points and not touching the
floor! Being tall was advantageous for the first game, so I was never going
to win that one with beanpole like FRCC members around. I did manage
to hold my own with the chair traverse (well it was my idea and I have
done that one before).
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On Sunday the plan was to go up onto Great Gable for 'the centenary
cake and champagne picnic'. Several including myself opted to try and do
an easy rock route up onto Great Gable rather than just a walk. The
approach was up Gavelneese and on the way it started to rain so we opted
for a more direct scrambling route particularly as time was getting short.
With no over trousers (left in the hut!) my legs soon got wet. The weather
continued to deteriorate and when we reached the top the rain was lashing
down. It didn't take long to find 'the picnic' - a group of people huddled
together one clutching a large white box, several others holding bottles of
champagne! This group had come over from another hut via Green
Gable. The cake was great and the champagne too.

Champagne on Great Gable
I stopped at three cups - after all I still had to walk down! I think those
carrying the bottles hoped they would be lighter when empty so there were
several top ups as numbers attending the picnic were low.
We all dispersed back to the various huts. Some came back to Bracken
Close as there was to be a church service in the chapel with a celebration
tea after at the hut, both of which were well attended. The following day
the weather wasn't great so I opted to head home to beat the traffic.
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Moel Siabod
Anthea Evans
A pointed mountain etched against the sky
With craggy ridges souring to the tip
And captured fast within its rocky grip
Lies Llyn y Foel where alien seagulls cry.
Sometimes the clouds like smothering blankets lie
Or flatter with a girdle round the hip
To show the summit sailing like a ship
Above an ocean billowing on high.
But if maybe you should decide to go
And take your faltering footsteps to the peak
What panorama there does Snowdon show
Or Glyders' summits beautiful and bleak.
Up there perhaps in sun or rain or snow
At last you'll find the peace of mind you seek.

Ode to Moel Siabod
Annabelle Barker
Like a bullied child, at the edge of the playground.
You stand alone, shunned by your peers
Smaller than they, but special you are to me
Your familiar shape fills my window each morning when I wake.
Today in the harsh light of early Winter your slopes are a mix of palest
greys and greens.
The rising sun then takes them through an image of pinks, until they
darken for the day.
Soon you will don your robes of white, and folks will stop and marvel at

your beauty,
But they don't know your whimsy moods, and how like Scherezade, you
keep me entertained.
One day showing ridges never seen before, another hidden gullies
Often you seem not there at all, wrapped up in your dull grey shawl,
But every leading lady knows, that fans won't wait for ever
So one fine morning you'll be back to elevate my mood.
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10 OF THE BEST... EXERCISES FOR
CLIMBERS
Alison Cairns
Why Train?
For any sport, we train in order to get better (generally by improving
technique), stronger, improve mentally, and lastly to prevent injury.
Most climbers train for climbing by going climbing, bouldering, or
going to an indoor wall. Those who do go to a gym will generally do so
with the aim of 'getting stronger', however I believe that for most
climbers virtually all strength training is better done at the wall as this is
always going to be more climbing specific. Time in the gym is best
spent training the bits that don't get used climbing, as this is the best
way of keeping the body in balance and preventing injury. But what
should we be doing?

The 3 Components of Training
There are three basic categories of training:
Resistance - generally taken to mean exercises to develop
strength in the muscles of the upper back, arms and legs, using
body weight or, more commonly, weights.
Core - exercises to develop the strength, and more
importantly endurance, of the muscles that stabilise the body,
enabling us to maintain a stable position and better utilise the
forces generated by the arms and legs. Core strength is
especially important in climbing as it allows more of your
weight to be transmitted down to the feet thus relieving some
of the strain on the arms, and the steeper the rock the more
this is true.
Flexibility - increasing the range of movement and elasticity of
the muscles, tendons and ligaments. This not only enhances
performance, especially for climbing, but greatly reduces the
chance of injuries, which are often caused by going beyond the
'normal' range of movement.
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Below I have chosen 10 exercise for the first two of these components,
which I believe are of particular relevance to climbers. They can all be
done at home, using body weight alone to start with. Where additional
weight is needed I would recommend a small investment in a set of
dumbbells, but you could also use tins of food, bags of sugar/sand etc.
As explained above, flexibility is key, but as it is a huge topic in its own
right I have not been able to include it in this article.

Resistance Exercises
The following exercises mainly target the muscles we don't use
climbing, the so-called 'antagonistics'. This is because increasing the
strength of any one set of muscles without their opposites will produce
an imbalance, leading to a change in the body's dynamics and
ultimately increasing the likelihood of injury. The most common
example of this is the typical climber's posture seen at walls and crags
everywhere - shoulders pulled forward and markedly increased
curvature of the upper back (kyphosis). This is caused by over
development of the muscles of the chest, the front of the shoulders and
the arm flexors in contrast to those of the upper back and the back of
the shoulders. Unfortunately this is made even worse by hours spent
sat at a desk hunched over a computer, or in the driving seat of a car.
This poor posture is directly related to the number of climbers with
shoulder and elbow problems! Similarly many lower back problems
can be attributed to weak musculature of the back of the lower half of
the body i.e. hamstrings (back of thigh), glutes (buttocks) and the lower
back itself.
1. Squats
Keep the back straight and only bend at the
hips and knees - think of creating a sideways
'Z' with the lower legs and upper body
roughly parallel. Keep the knees in line with
the feet, and do not allow the knees to go
forward beyond the toes. (Photo 1)
/?ep5/2-3setsof 10.
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Progression: Use body weight to start then progress to
dumbbells. Increase the bend in hips and knees until the
thighs are parallel with the floor but do not go any deeper than
this.

2. Lunges
Take a long step forwards, bending both knees,
with the upper body just forward enough to
place most of the weight on the leading leg.
Only bend at the knees and hips, and do not
allow the leading knee to go forward beyond
the toe. Keep the hips and shoulders level. Use
the heel of the leading leg and brace with your abs to push
back to the start position. (Photo 2)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 10 each leg.
Progression: Increase to 15 each leg. Use body weight to start
then progress to dumbbells.
3. Reverse Flye
This works the backs of the shoulders and
upper back. Bend the knees slightly, and bend
from the hips until your back is almost
horizontal, with the arms hanging free. Without
moving the upper body, bring the arms straight
out and up as far as possible, squeezing the
shoulder blades together at the end of the movement (Photo
3)
Keep control of the weights as you bring
the arms back down to the start position.
(Photo 4)
/?e/?s:2-3setsof 10.
Progression: Increase the weight.
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4.

Horizontal Flye
Another for the shoulders and back. Stand
upright, knees slightly bent, with your arms
straight and held out horizontally in front of
you, palms together. (Photo 5)
Keeping the arms horizontal
bring them back as far as you
can, squeezing the shoulder blades together at
the end of the movement before returning
back to the start position. (Photo 6)
/?e/?5/2-3setsof 10.
Progression: Increase the weight.

5. Shoulder Press
Avoid this exercise if you experience any
shoulder pain, and take care if limited
shoulder flexibility makes it difficult to bring
your arms straight above your head.
Stand upright, knees slightly bent, with your
upper arms horizontal, elbows bent to 90
degrees, palms to front. (Photo 7)
Push the weights up above the head and together
until the elbows are straight, and then bring them
back to the start position. Avoid leaning back or
arching the lower back.^(Photo 8)
/?e/?5/2-3setsof 10.
Progression: Increase the weight.

6. Dips
This works the triceps at the back of the
upper arms, but is also good for shoulder
mobility.
Sit on the edge of a chair or bench with your
hands grasping the edge just at the sides of
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your hips. Taking the weight of your body on your arms, move
your hips just in front of the chair, positioning your feet so that
your knees are bent at 90 degrees. (Photo 9)

Now bend the elbows and hips to lower
your body towards the floor as far as you
can, then push back up to the start position.
Make sure you keep your shoulders back,
and that the elbows move backwards as they
bend. (Photo 10)

/?e/w:2-3setsoflO.
Progression: Move the feet out and
straighten the knees (Photos 11 & 12).
To increase intensity still further place the
feet on a step, or another chair.

7. Press-ups
Although this works the chest muscles
which for climbers should generally be
avoided, press-ups are good for learning
to control movement of the shoulders,
and are a good core exercise.
Start on all fours, with the hands shoulder width apart and the
feet raised just off the floor. (Photo 13) Push the hips down so
that your body is more or less straight from knees to shoulders
(you may need to move the hands forward to do this).
Bring your chest down and rotate
your shoulders back, and brace the
abs to keep the body straight. (Photo
14)
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Now maintain this position while bending the elbows to lower
your chest as far towards the floor as you can, then push back
up to the start position.
/?ep5/2-3setsof 10.
Progression : Straighten the legs and pivot from the toes
instead of the knees, making sure the body is straight from toes
to shoulders.

8. Side Lying Shoulder External Rotation
This works the 'posterior rotator cuff muscles that are so
important to stabilise the shoulder. As these are small
stabilising muscles they should be
trained for endurance, hence go for
higher reps and lighter weights.
Lie on your side with your knees bent,
and the elbow of the upper arm bent at 90 degrees and tucked
in to your side. (Photo 15)
Without moving or changing the angle
of bend of the elbow, lift the dumbbell
from the floor as high as you can, then
lower back to the start position. (Photo
16)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 15-20.
Progression : Increase the weight.

9. Side Lying Lateral Raise
Another 'rotator cuff exercise, so again go for light weights
and high reps.
Lie on your side with your legs straight, shoulders and hips
one on top of the other, and upper arm straight along your
body. Lift the arm to 45 degrees;
then lower back down.
Make sure you keep the shoulder
rotated back throughout the
movement, and do not relax the
tension of the arm between each
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repetition. (Photo 17)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 15-20.
Progression: Increase the weight.
10. Wrist Reverse Curl & Rotation
These two exercises strengthen the wrist extensors, which run
from the back of the wrist to the outside of the elbow, and are
usually weak in comparison to the flexors. This imbalance is
often a major contributing factor in both
'tennis' and 'golfers' elbow syndromes, both
common amongst climbers.
Ill)'/ ;\
Place your forearm across a chair, bench or
even your knee; so that the wrist is level and
the hand is hanging over the edge, palm down, holding the
weight horizontally. (Photo 18)
Lift the hand to bring the weight upwards as
far as you can, then slowly lower back down.
(Photo 19)

The second exercise is best done using a
handle with a weight at one end, such as a
heavy hammer, although a standard
dumbbell can be used. The longer the lever
between hand and weight the harder it is.
This time start with the palm facing to the
side, holding the weight vertically. (Photo
20)
Rotate the weight slowly as far as you can
from side to side, keeping it under control
throughout the movement (Photo 21)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 15-20.
Progression : Increase the weight.
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Core Exercises
The term 'core' is generally used to describe the trunk, i.e. primarily
the muscles of the abdomen and lower back. Strictly speaking however,
it should also include the muscles which connect the arms and legs to
the trunk i.e. the shoulder and pelvic girdles. It is vitally important to
have a strong core to efficiently utilise the strength of your arms and
legs.
For all core exercises it is very important to properly engage the lower
abdominals and glutes (the big muscles of your buttocks) so as to work
the right muscles and protect the lower back. To do this tense and pull
in the lower abdominal wall and pelvic floor, at the same time actively
contracting the glutes - this should have the effect of slightly rotating
the pelvis down at the back and up at the front (an anterior pelvic tilt).
This engagement should be maintained throughout each exercise.
The advent of the Swiss Ball has revolutionised core training, and there
are whole books devoted to exercises that can be done using one,
however to start with I have stayed with the fundamentals that need
absolutely no equipment. Master these and the Swiss Ball awaits!
1. Leg Bicycles
Lie on your back and bring
both knees up towards your
chest. Now stretch one leg out
so the foot is just off the floor;
then bring it back as you repeat
the movement with the other
leg. Make sure you keep the abs engaged throughout so that
the weight of your leg doesn't arch the lower back off the floor.
(Photo 22)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 10-20 each leg.
Progression: Do the same movement
starting with both legs straight up in the
air, bringing one leg at a time down
towards the floor (Photo 23). Eventually
progress to doing this with both legs together.
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2. Crunches
Lie on your back and bend both
knees with your feet on the floor.
Now lift your head and shoulders
just off the floor and bring both
arms forward so that your hands
are on your thighs - this is the start position. (Photo 24)
'Crunch' by contracting the abs to bring
your shoulders and upper back further
off the floor, sliding your hands up
towards (or beyond) your knees, then slowly return to die start
position. Keep your lower back on the floor throughout.
(Photo 25)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 10-20.
Progression: Add a twist by crossing
the arms and reaching towards the
opposite knee (Photos 26 & 27).
Or harder, raise both legs straight up
in the air and crunch up towards your
toes.

3. Spinal Twist
Lie on your back with one knee bent, and the other crossed
over it, arms out to each side.
Keeping the raised knee pushed away
from you throughout, lower it towards
the floor as far
as you can,
then use your abs to bring it back up
again. (Photos 28 & 29)
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Reps: 2-3 sets of 10-20 each side.
Progression: Do the same
movement with the legs straight these are called 'windscreen wipers'.
(Photo 30)

4. Aquaman (Prone Arm & Leg Raises)
Lie on the floor on your stomach with both arms straight out
in front of you. Now tense the whole body to bring arms and
legs just off the floor - this is the start position.
Lift one leg and the opposite
arm together alternately,
making sure you are using your
glutes (buttocks) and
hamstrings (back of thigh) to
lift the leg rather than the muscles of your lower back. (Photo
31)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 10-20 each side.
Progression: Use ankle/wrist weights.

5. Side Lying Leg Raises
Lie on your side with your legs straight, and hips and shoulders
aligned vertically. Raise one leg up as
high as you can, making sure that you
don't allow the hips to rotate back you should feel the muscles in the side
of your hip working quite hard.
(Photo 32)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 10-30 each side.
Progression: Use ankle weights.
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6.

Body Lift
Lie on your back with your heels on
a bench or chair, and your knees
bent at 90 degrees. (Photo 33)
Using your glutes and hamstrings, lift your
hips upwards while pointing the toes,
pivoting on your heels.
Make sure you don't arch your lower back. (Photo 34)
Reps: 2-3 sets of 10-30.
Progression: N/A.

7.

Floor Bridge
This is a static form of the Body
Lift. Lie on your back with both
knees bent. Using your glutes and
hamstrings, lift your hips upwards
and hold for as long as you can.
Make sure you keep the hips high without arching your lower
back. (Photo 35)
Reps: 2-3 holds up to 2 minutes each.
Progression : Raise one leg off the floor,
keeping the thighs parallel. (Photo 36)

8. Plank
Lie on your stomach and prop yourself up on your elbows,
bringing your toes in under you. Now tense your whole body
and raise yourself up off the floor so that you are in a straight
line from your toes up to your
shoulders. (Photo 37) Make sure you
use your abs and glutes to keep the
hips up without arching your lower
back, and your shoulders flat. Hold for as long as possible.
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Reps : 2-3 holds up to 2 minutes each.
Progression : Lift one leg off the floor. Then lift one leg and
the opposite arm together. Also try varying die position of your
elbows - the further forward or to the side they are the harder
the exercise.

9. Side Plank
Lie on your side, legs straight and hips and shoulders aligned
vertically. Prop yourself up on your lower elbow (which will
need to be slighdy towards your hips to start), and hold the
other arm straight along your side. Now tense your whole body
and raise yourself up off the floor onto your elbow, so that
your body forms a straight line from
the side of your foot to your
shoulders. Hold for as long as
possible, making sure the shoulders
and hips remain vertical. (Photo 38)
Reps: 2-3 holds of up to 2 minutes each, on each side.
Progression : Raise the upper arm straight up into the air.
Then raise die upper leg at the same time.

10. Reverse Plank
Lie on your back, dien prop
yourself up on your elbows, keeping
your shoulders back. Using your
abs and glutes, lift your whole body
up off the floor and hold for as long
as possible. (Photo 39)

-, \

Reps : 2-3 holds of up to 2 minutes each.
Progression : Lift one leg up off the floor.
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Remembering the Karakoram Highway
Margaret Clennett
Benezir Bhutto has been assassinated, and the media coverage of
Pakistan reminded me of trips to that fascinating country. Especially
memorable was our last journey, in July 2001, from Skardu, at the edge
of the spiky, snowy, Karakoram, down the KKH to Rawalpindi.
Annabelle Barker, Cokie (Van der Velde) and I had had a rather
disappointing time on the hill - bad weather and a boot dropped in the
river didn't help. We were pleased to be going home, and, being old
hands at the KKH, didn't think too much about the ride in advance.
This journey is a once in a lifetime experience: you follow the Indus
River southwards for 700km with bend after blind bend, no dual
carriageways, drivers suicidal or half-asleep. For subsequent trips most
people prefer to fly, but planes only go in good weather. Our very first
trip, back in 1985, was by bus, which is the cheapest option, but this is
also the most uncomfortable, and not to be contemplated by anyone
with an upset stomach, weak bladder, or predisposition to travel
sickness. Most people hire a jeep or minibus. Even jeeps were in
short supply, as there had been no planes for a couple of weeks.
Our minibus had a functioning starter motor, which pleased us. On
a previous trip we had had to push-start our vehicle after every stop,
interesting in the mud, in the dark, while wearing a long skirt. Only
one tyre and the spare was bald. The only slight problem was that a
small side window was missing.
Our driver, let's call him Ghulam, spoke no English, but
communicated with the skills of a mime artist His mate, who we
nicknamed Larry, had a few words of English and a big grin. His role
was to chat to Ghulam, perform small tasks and act the clown. "We
smock, we smock" he giggled, extracting cigarettes from his pocket.
"Oh no!" shrieked Cokie "I'm allergic to cigarettes!" Ghulam and
Lany got the message. Sighing, Larry returned the ciggies to his
pocket. Even so, every 10 minutes or so he would try again, "smock
please?
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For five hours and 170 km we ambled down a winding gorge to join
the KKH itself where the Indus and Gilgit rivers meet. Shortly after
this we had our first puncture; not long to change the tyre, but an hour
or so in a nearby village to get it repaired.
As dusk descended, so did the rain. The slight breeze wafting
through the window space became a cold draught, and we started to get
chilly and damp. We needed a distraction. "Let's count how many of
the next 10 lorries have lights." Alarmingly few: Pakistani lorries are
elaborately decorated and shine in the dark; do they use luminous
paint to save batteries?
Then we swerved around a stationary lorry. It was on its side, no
lights on, half blocking the road, the driver squatting beside it,
presumably awaiting help. Ghulam shouted at him, and then drove
on, shrugging his shoulders, unconcerned. Another hour and we
reached a traffic jam. Maintenance workers in fluorescent orange
overalls and baseball hats directed traffic past a small landslip. "Rod
blark" said Larry, with a knowing expression.
Around 9 00pm we stopped at a chai shop. The men mopped up
rice and dhal while we drank chai, from cracked, thick mugs. The
cook slapped and tossed one chapatti after another, cooking them in
the sunken tandoor over a wood fire, and then throwing them straight
on to hot plates. They tasted marvellous.
En route again, we tried to block up the empty window, "Let's try
taping a poly bag over it", said Annabelle. After a blissful, draught free
interlude of 20 minutes there was a great rattle, and the bag blew
inside. We huddled in down jackets and waterproofs.
Now we were alone, on a winding, pitch dark road in steady, hissing
rain. In the headlights we started seeing stones in the road, then the
occasional boulder. Then there were bigger boulders we had to drive
round, and small landslips. It was creepy. Even Larry was silent, and
he had stopped asking to smoke.
At 11.30 we stopped outside a hotel with several vehicles parked
outside. Ghulam and Larry disappeared. "Should we go and see
what's happening?" "Perhaps we're going to stay the night?" But
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inertia got the better of us, and we stretched out and fell asleep instead.
Suddenly we were off again, at the head of a convoy of minibuses.
Half a mile later Larry turned round and shrieked "Rod blark".
"Thanks Larry, we know." We were in the Dassu Slide area, an
infamous stretch of road frequently closed for days at a time.
Dozens of men emerged from the other minibuses, and with their
bare hands started clearing the muddy rubble of the shallow landslide.
It only took about 20 minutes, then someone walked across, inspecting
the route, and gave a go ahead. Ghulam grinned, and, as the lead
vehicle, started to bump across. Passengers followed on foot. More
slides followed, getting wider or steeper, and the procedure was
repeated. For shallow, wide slides most of the men would work,
moving large boulders in teams, carrying rocks to the edge of the road,
or stamping out the track as it was levelled. At steep slides fewer men
would work at a time. There were no shovels or any other tools, but
our ice axes were pressed into service. The few Pakistani women
stayed in their vehicles, and we followed their example. After each slide
Ghulam would be first across, whooping with success at the far side.
We reached a gigantic slide at 1.00am. Ghulam parked right next to
it, and we got out, concerned that more rocks might crash on to the van
roof. "They can never clear this one, surely", said Annabelle, "it's
three metres high". It was indeed steep, but not wide, and men had
already rushed forward to start work. The rain had stopped, a few stars
were out, and there were huge shadows. "This is like a Wagner
opera", commented Cokie. I felt dizzy, and went to lie down in the
van, not caring about falling rocks, dwarfs or giants. I woke up as dawn
was breaking. A woman was nursing her baby by the side of the road.
Somewhere a mullah started chanting a call to prayer, an eerie,
haunting sound breaking the silence. Two men were checking a track
through the slide. Then we saw lights coming the other way up the
road, and we knew this was the last block. Everyone cheered and
waved.
Now we had a half collapsed umbrella deflecting the cold draught in
the back of the van. "Good smoke", beamed Larry; we had given in to
the cigarettes after the last landslide, and he'd been chain-smoking ever
since. Another puncture, and two hour wait to have the tyre repaired.
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Annabelle remembered we still had some food in a rucksack, and after
ferreting around triumphantly produced a squashed poly bag. "Hey
girls, a butty!" Kraft cheese slices had never tasted so good.
Pindi at last, and just some local traffic hazards: Lorries, vans and
taxis hooted, tongas and bikes weaved in and out, pedestrians and the
occasional cow ambled at random. There was an intermittent smell of
sewage as we drove the slum areas westerners don't usually visit. Lany
had to get out several times to ask directions. By the time we found
our hotel it was tea time and we were greeted effusively - but the
manager was puzzled. "Why did it take so long? We expected you in
time for breakfast."
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Peru Trip 2008
Christina Gardiner
It was soon after our return from a three week trip to the Cordillera
Blanca in-2007 that Gavin, my husband and I decided we would go
back and began to book the trip of 2008. We had done some large
peaks, but somehow we felt unsatisfied, and wanted to see and do
more. This time, for better acclimatization we would go to Peru' for 30
days, the 'whole' of my annual holiday- the thought of this and what
must be seen in the office as reckless attitude to work made me
tremble at the consequences.
"You must have like it a lot" people said "to commit all that time
AGAIN - and what does it cost!" - it was hard to explain the attraction
of both South America and high range mountaineering where anything
you want to do takes time as it is an awful long way away.
However, vastness and numerous high mountains are only two of
the reasons that keep one going back for more a better reason is that
the rewards for making such efforts are immense.
For a normal mortal there are no easy ways to climb in the
Cordillera Blanca. The valleys are large and require some days of walkin, involving the support of a donkey driver [arriero] and donkeys to
carry food and equipment and climbs are, in effect, mini expeditions.
The mountains are high and necessitate proper acclimatization: the
'climb high- sleep low' palaver. As a result a week spent in the
wilderness of the valleys can pass in a flash. Not all is bad news
however, some valleys like the Ishinca Valley, give access to several
mountains and are therefore a great way to acclimatise and put peaks
under your belt, although there are only so many mountains one can
do in sequence, before feeling totally wrecked and in need of a hot
shower.
The area we visited surrounds Huaraz (3000m above sea level) also
known as the "Chamonix of Peru", in the Rio Santa Valley. This valley
runs lengthways south to north between the arid and snow-less range of
the Cordillera Negra and the contrasting glacial scenery of the
Cordillera Blanca, with its amazing white-capped and shimmering
peaks.
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The Cordillera Blanca itself is 20 km wide and 180 km long, within
the Huascaran National Park (established as a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO in 1985). Secondary valleys run west to east with more than
50 peaks of 5700 m or higher with Huascaran, 6768 m, the highest
mountain in the Peruvian Andes and Alpamayo, 5740m, considered
by many the most beautiful mountain in the world and my object of
desire on this trip.
To assist us in our objectives we had hired a young and talented
Peruvian guide, [Walter Albino Rosales, one of the first Peruvian
IAFMG qualified guides] who we had met on a previous trip and
together we had worked out a program. Given my poor tolerance of
altitude, which peters out at about 5000m we decided to make the
acclimatization as thorough as possible. Two mini expeditions were
organized to get me acclimatized for Tocclaraju and Alpamayo
allowing a day or two of possible delay due to bad weather or sickness.
The arrival in Huaraz was followed by a day trekking up to Lake
Churup at 4400m. \\re then departed for a ten day expedition in the
Ishinca Valley, picking up a cook, [Walter's father Jorge] and burros
on the way from Collon. 4-5 hours trekking through a spectacular deep
cut gorge and dense forested areas of Quenual trees took us to the
head of the large valley of Ishinca, 4200m, dominated by Tocclaraju at
its head, 6030m high.
The valley is popular with mountaineers and was the base for several
groups. There was an atmosphere buzzing with anticipation as many,
were following the same acclimatization program as ourselves: Urus
,5495m, Ishinca 5530m and Tocclaraju. Urus was done direct from
base camp but Ishinca involved a further trek and moraine camp by
Laguna Ishinca at 4900m. We summited Ishinca and returned to base
camp full of confidence. Both Urus and Ishinca are PD and essentially
not technical. Tocclaraju, the next mountain on our list, is in part a
technical climb with some pitches of 60deg. ice and required a high
camp stop. On Tocclaraju a promising effort was curtailed about
200m from the summit, as it was so cold it made it very uncomfortable
to even stop to catch your breath. I felt quite ill and disappointed we
retreated. For information the Ishinca Valley has a Rifugio, which can
provide food and sleeping accommodation. There is also an
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unmanned Bothy by the Ishinca Lake giving overnight accommodation
for Ishinca or Ranrapalca summit attempts.
A couple of days chilling out in Huaraz at Olazas's, a really nice,
modern and relaxed guesthouse, restored us to a better state. Huaraz
has everything from an overabundance of good inexpensive restaurants
of international cuisine, to nearby rock climbing, a natural thermal
spring and steam caves. Other popular activities are mountain hiking,
which is extremely well organized and an excellent way for sight seeing
the surrounding mountain areas, although paragliding is also available
if you like to see more. Sightseeing with archeological tours to nearby
ancient sites (l-3hrs away by coach) are also available.
Soon however the next trip was upon us. Alpamayo 15947m] is quite
remote, requiring a substantial trek to its base camp. We chose to get
there via the old route on the Alpamayo Valley, which took 2 days
trekking from Cochapampa to Base Camp near Laguna Jancarurish at
4500m, passing Punta Union at 4800m. All in all about 35km. This
route is less frequented than others and we combined this classic trek
to Alpamayo with a descent via the Santa Cruz Valley, which made it a
particularly enjoyable trip through beautifully dramatic and diverse
landscapes and a real mountain adventure for me mountains should
be hard to get to.

Alpamayo at Sunset
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From base camp we moved to high camp the day after, arriving at
5300m just in time to set up camp and enjoy a beautiful sunset. As the
weather had been bad the previous couple of days with fresh snow
there was only another party of three on the mountain. This is unusual
in high season when often there is a chance that the mountain can
become overcrowded.
I felt ill during the night but at lam, when we got up the weather was
calm and clear, and we were determined to give it a go: Walter leading
Gavin and I seconding. We reached the bergschrund at the base of the
mountain in less than an hour, positioned ourselves on it and started
up the runnel of the French Direct route, a beautiful ice climb graded
D+, 600meters long, mainly 50-65deg. ice but with pitch length of
SOdeg. nearing the summit. It was freezing cold and painful in parts but
so great, a dream come true: finally I had as much ice as I could wish
for.

Exit Pitch ofAlpamayo
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I can truly say that enjoyment, no the excitement of it all stopped the
bouts of altitude sickness- is this the secret? We summited at 8.30 that
morning, and returned to high camp in a truly respectable time albeit
with slight snow blindness and minor frostbite on Gavin's little finger.
We descended the following day and good quantities of celebratory
Pisco Sour and beers were consumed at base camp that night.
To chill out at the end of the trip we ended up at Hatun Machay,
4300m, a beautiful sport-climbing venue between Huaraz and Lima
with many superb rock routes. They are mainly in the high grades but
luckily for me, some were in the low grades 5+ or so but the place is as
beautiful as an archeological and geological site that it great just to be
there.
I cannot begin to describe the overall experience of these two trips
in the Cordillera Blanca. They were as hard as they were rewarding.
The beautiful but harsh scenery makes it more than a pretty place - it
makes it stunning. The hospitality of restrained and quietly friendly
quechuans [locals] contrasts with the camaraderie of exuberant young
mountaineers and climbers that you meet from all over the world.
Summiting mountains in the Cordillera Blanca, is not for the faint
hearted it's hard work all round, but it is such a good experience I'd
recommend it to anybody looking for real adventure.
References:
Johnson, B. Classic Climbs ofthe Cordillera Blanca Peru'Cordee
Ltd., Leicester, 2003
Alpenvereinnskarte Cordillera Blanca North (Peru') RefO/3a
Alpenvereinnskarte Cordillera Blanca Sud (Peru') RefO/3b
Websites:
http://www.andeankingdom.com/hatunmachav/hatun-machavinformation-EN .php
http://www.huaraz.com/liarunmachay/index.html
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Surviving Weekend Meets
Fred Reynolds
Part III

The climbing
Considering its potential for terminal inconvenience, the actual
climbing on the meet is less stressful than you might suppose. You
should not get too indignant, however, when it is. It's as well to know
that there will be occasions when you will be terrified out of your socks,
make a total prat of yourself, or otherwise become the subject of
amusing anecdotes recounted by your peers. If the latter becomes the
only way in which you feature in conversations, you should seriously
consider resigning.
Do not be misled into participating in The Mass Ascent. Under the
definition of Jolly Good Fun, it will involve A Frightful Experience,
grovelling in the bowels of some vertical fissure named after the first
person to die in it. Accompanied by several others, you will be
expected to demonstrate Traditional Techniques e.g. standing in slings
or on people's heads, and often under small, malevolent waterfalls.
With witnesses in such close proximity and in profusion, the
implications of making a spectacle of yourself are obvious. In the
hands of the dedicated anecdotist, your antics will be the major source
of fireside mirth for years to come.
The only purpose for which The Mass Ascent should be considered
appropriate is one of clearing routes, or indeed whole crags, of
undesirable elements. When faced with this strategy, brave men have
blanched and moved on. It was in just such a situation that the
collective term 'a pandemonium of Pinnaclers' was first coined.

Decision-making
This can be a real problem area at any time, but is considered to be
endemic on meets when poor weather encourages large and jolly
groups (as opposed to small and serious pairs) to sport themselves
gregariously about the hills. The problem revolves around making a
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corporate decision about the day's activities, one which is acceptable to
all and yet caters for individual taste. There's a veritable potpourri of
possibilities on the table. Can you make a decision? Can the group
make a decision? For some unaccountable reason, everyone
immediately becomes afflicted with a type of cerebral malfunction that
specifically excludes such an event occurring. No-one is capable of
making choices, only of making more suggestions to agonise over.
Everyone is awash with potential adventures that can only kaleidoscope
around their minds in wasteful confusion.
This can all go on without resolution for some considerable time. If
two people could manage to think the same thing at the same moment
and say so, their assertions would probably carry the day because the
rest of the group would clutch at anything approaching consensus in
the hope of action before the light goes.
The following illustration, as well as highlighting a further problem
with accommodation, is an interesting variation of this worrying group
dynamic:
Four people are the first to arrive at a hut in the Lakes. They have
been told that the hut will accommodate 16people. The first
discussion centres around how these 16people can divide equally
onto the three sleeping levels. Not surprisingly, that little poser
remains unresolved despite some inspired lateral thinking. They pass
on. UTiich way to sleepP ....head up, head domi ...sideways or
lengthways. \Vhich levelP ...on the outside, on the inside. Four
people make as many decisions each, every one carefully argued
before it's finally discarded.
A spanner arrives in the works. Another room is discovered,
which makes sense ofthe accommodation ratios but adds further
alternatives to the existing brew ofpossibilities. It's a small room with
an en-suite washbasin...that would give more privacy...but, it could be
claustrophobic...no problems with getting your head stomped on by
a late arrival though....but everyone will want to use the basin, look in
the mirror...
And so it goes on. The increasingly frantic four, desperate to
capitalise on their first-foot advantage, have soon talked themselves
in and out ofso many final decisions, their reeling brains cells are
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simply rehashing old conclusions as new. When three more people
arrive on the scene, they are forced into a decision. They have to put
their eggs all in one basket, or in this case, their sleeping bags all in
one room. Aghast at the irrevocability of their commitment, their
weekend is blighted by a sense oflost opportunity.
The best way out of this ambivalent quagmire is to sacrifice any idea
of shared responsibility, self-assertion or democratic consultation. Opt
out of the conversation to begin with, and then physically retreat to the
periphery of the group, perhaps making a drink or reading a magazine;
the idea is to create an air of detached nonchalance. Before long, you
will be joined by one or two other dropouts from the debate, and your
little offshoot group will start to look like an island of peace and
tranquillity to the souls grappling with self-determination. Sacrificing
assertion skills hand over fist, rats will swim for your shore until only
two are left in the debate. Feeling very self-conscious, each will race the
other to capitulate without undue loss of face and then, with a perfect
sense of timing you can announce what it is you would like to do. That
is, provided you know.

The meet cake
This is a rather quaint custom that requires you to consume large
quantities of wholesome carbohydrate just before your evening meal
(coincidentally also of wholesome carbohydrate). Don't believe the
meet leader who declares this is no big deal and that she has bought
her cake from her local branch of Marks and Spencer. Like everyone
else, she's spent the whole of the previous week in a state of angst, first
scouring the pages of borrowed recipe books and then taking a day off
work so that she can produce a satisfactory example in time for the
weekend.
If you have a severe problem with being the main character in
amusing anecdotes but cannot bring yourself to tender your
resignation, cultivating a reputation as cake-maker par excellence will
allow you to play down the role of club clown. It is also worth
considering buying-in the culinary expertise. Paying someone else to
run up a high-fibre carrot and ginger on your behalf marks you out as
someone with class.
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This Is Mongolia (or Follow That
Camel!)
Judith Brown
Time spent in reconnaissance is never wasted is a good climbing
motto - partly true and partly a brilliant excuse for going for a stroll
without your gear. But it was a thin cover for a trip lasting over four
weeks during which time I made a journey across a continent invoking
planes (several, none on time and some held together with duck tape
and hope), a train (just one but a very long one), automobiles (Russian,
4x4, also held together with string and optimism), three horses and two
camels. And I only got to see the mountain for a day. Though it looks
like a very nice mountain and it would be good to climb it sometime.
There had been complications with this trip from the outset. Several
years ago I had conceived of a three month trip embracing India,
Nepal, Tibet and Mongolia. I'd had my three month Wild West trip
back in 2003 and aspired to a Wild East equivalent. As I researched it,
I realised that travel in South and Central Asia wasn't going to be as
easy as travel in North America - climate, visas, closed borders and
politics all conspired against it. Not to mention the fact that I can speak
none of the local languages nor read any of the scripts they are written
in. I do, at least, have a smattering of American.
The other difficulty was finding people with whom to share the
adventure. A few folk went all misty eyed and said they wished they
could join me - if it wasn't for the kids/the job/the cat/the old war
wound/ the hair appointment. Others just looked at me as if I had
finally gone off my trolley. At last, two non-climbing but adventurous
friends said they were game for Mongolia as long as we travelled there
via the Trans-Siberian Express and went in August 2008 when their
youngest child would be old enough not to want to come too. From
then on, I knew it would be a very different trip from the one I had
originally conceived, but at least I would get to one of my intended
destinations and the one that drew me most strongly - and I started to
pull together the details of the expedition.
People both at home and in the country itself have asked me "\\liy
Mongolia?" and all I can answer is "Because of all the space." Actually,
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the word "space" doesn't begin to capture the uncrowdedness of a
country three times the size of France, encompassing mountains,
forests, and thousands of miles of open steppe and desert, which has a
population of just 2.5 million. There are no roads to speak of outside
the capital and most of the population are still nomadic herders living
in felt-walled tents just as they did in Chinggis Khan's day. And that was
the other attraction - good old Chinggis (Genghis to you and me), the
terror of Medieval Europe and inspiration for my favourite bad joke
("What's full of hay and conquers the world?"*). I love the great
outdoors, but history comes a close second, and if I can make a trip
combining the two, well, that's my idea of a Very Good Thing. Add
real ale and excellent cuisine and it would be Heaven, but I was under
no illusions about Mongolia when it came to fine wining and dining.
Although I managed to avoid the blow-torched marmot ("The Original
Mongolian Barbecue!"), there was no avoiding the boiled sheep's
organs (stuffed lower bowel is a tad chewy) or the various dairy
products, ranging from the delicious (fresh yogurt) to the downright
nasty (boiled, dried milk curds that look like fudge, have the
consistency of firebricks and a flavour somewhere between sour milk
and vomit.) The famous fermented mare's milk, by the way, is actually
OK once you've flicked off the odd horse hair floating on top.
So the travel plan as it eventually came together went as follows:
Flight from Manchester to Moscow.
Four days in Moscow sightseeing until the departure of the biweekly train to Beijing.
Six days on said train crossing what is still the world's biggest
country even without all the bits that have dropped off it since the
demise of the Soviet Union, realising that Russia is mainly forest,
except for Lake Baikal, which, in case you are into pub quizzes, I
might as well mention is the world's deepest and oldest lake and
contains 20% of the planet's entire supply of freshwater.
Arrive in Ulaan Baatar (the world's coldest capital, Pub
Quizzers!)
Hire vehicle, driver and interpreter and set off for an amazing
journey involving camels, cows, goats, Buddhist Monasteries, wild
horses, stone turtles, birthday cakes, and the aforementioned boiled
sheep's innards and some genuine Mongolian hospitality.
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Back to Ulaan Baatar and fellow travellers get back on the
train to Beijing, leaving me to head off to the mountains.
So, here's the mountaineering bit of the expedition. This too had
gone through a series of complications before even leaving the UK. I
had first booked with a Keswick company to make an ascent of Mount
Khuitien (Cold Peak), the highest mountain in Mongolia, which is
located in the far west of the country in the Altai range. That fell
through due to lack of takers. A frantic internet search of several days,
found me attempting to book the same expedition with an Australianouned company based in Mongolia. All went well until we went into
communication breakdown for several weeks. Phone calls to Mongolia
revealed that my e-mails had been disappearing into their spam box.
The climb was no longer happening due to - sense of deja vu here lack of takers. But they were planning a trek via a new route to the base
camp. This was to be the honeymoon of the climbing guide. Would I
like to come? Er, yes, if I wouldn't be a gooseberry. What were the
details? Still working those out but bring your boots and sleeping bag
and we'll have it sorted by the time you get here!
I presented myself at the office upon immediate arrival in Ulaan
Baatar and met the director, Graham, an amiable Aussie with an
unhealthy attachment to his cell phone.
"There Ve been some changes" he said. Somehow this did not
surprise me. "The wedding's off. But the trip's still on - it'll be you, an
America woman called Eva, my old dad, and I'll be the leading it. Nice
small team. Let's the four of us meet for dinner the night before we fly
out."
Arriving at the appointed time a week later, I waited for 30 minutes,
resisting the attempts of the waiters to sit me down and feed me.
Mongolia had just won an Olympic gold and the whole city was
partying, the restaurant filling up. The dulcet tones of Freddie Mercury
singing "We Are The Champions" flooded out across the streets. A
champagne cork hit me in the side of the head. Graham showed up 30
minutes late, talking to his phone and indicated a table for two.
"Where are the others?"
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"Well, Eva went out early, so you'll meet her tomorrow. My dad's
arrived in Mongolia, but he's very ill, so he won't be coming. In fact, I
may have to take him back to Australia."
"But you're leading the trip."
"You and Eva will go with our local guide - the one who isn't getting
married. And his mum will be the cook, and a couple of camel
drivers."
"Have any of them done the route before?"
"Naw, but you'll be fine. Be an adventure."
I flew for three hours and back a time zone to reach Olgii, the
capital of die western province of Bayaan-Olgii in which the Altai
Tavan-Bogd national park is located and where the people are
ethnically Khazak, rather than Mongolian. I was met by Eldos, the
young climbing guide and Eva, a pleasant ex-pat and keen hiker.
"I hope you won't mind if I ride a horse on the trip" said Eldos,
"But I've done something to my leg and my back's hurting."
Next morning the truck showed up an hour late - i.e. on time by
Mongolian standards. We met Sandagash, our cook, and a young
woman called Kulshat.
"Where's Eldos?"
"Eldos not coming. He sick. I am your guide" said the girl.
The truck drive was long and included a puncture so we had plenty
of time to ascertain that Kulshat not only had never guided this trek
before but had never guided any trek before and had never even
worked as an interpreter on a walking trek, her experience being horseriding and bike trips.
That evening as we sat in the camel herders' "ger" (felt tent), Eva
produced a map and we proceeded to compare our printed itinerary
with it. Kulshat, Sandagash and the two herders joined in and the map
was turned upside-down and sideways and we did find some names on
it that matched the itinerary. Unfortunately they did not appear to be
linked by any logical route, one of the stages looked at least 30
kilometres and to get to Khuitien base camp would involve crossing
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high over the snow line. There also seemed to be some uncertainty as
to which "roadhead" (I use the term in its loosest sense) we needed to
be at in ten day's time in order to be re-untied with the truck.
"This is bloody ridiculous!" I came all over British and Management
Consultant-ish. "Nobody knows where we're going or how to get there
if we did!"
Eva shrugged. "T.I.M." she muttered, cryptically, "This Is
Mongolia."
"Well I know what I'm doing" I said, "Whatever else happens, I'm
following those bloody camels."

Ovoo (shrine), Potanin Glacier, with Mount Khuitien in background
And that's what we did, for several days of glorious sunshine, along
long river valleys, over steep, windswept passes, across glacial rivers.
The herders and the cook on their horses and, by a strange twist of
tourism, the "white people" on foot, following the camels in their
steady, patient plod that is a lot faster than you think it is, until you are
struggling to keep them in sight towards the end of a 20 kilometre-plus
day. Slowly it dawned on me that somebody knew exactly where we
were heading, that it bore little relation to the published itinerary, but
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that, somehow, we would end up where we were supposed to, when
we were supposed to and that it would all be alright. And the best thing
I could do was just let go of any preconceived ideas, any attempt to be
in some kind of control, to adopt a Buddhic "go-with-the-flow" attitude,
because "This Is Mongolia" and that is the way to survive endless, hairraising drives along dirt-tracks, and turning up at a family's ger in the
middle of nowhere and asking to stay the night, and eating the bits of
sheep that they have slaughtered and butchered under your nose,
because you are an honoured guest, and flights in flimsy aircraft that
always go hours later than scheduled, except when they go hours
earlier, and impressive menus on which you stab at items randomly
until your finger points to the one thing they actually have, and where,
when your final flight home is delayed for six hours, they put you on a
bus and take the entire passenger list to a wedding reception to fill in
the time.
It snowed when we got to base-camp and the peaks of the Altai
Tavan-Bogd (The Five Holy Ones) were hidden by thick cloud. We
kept warm by a dung-fired stove, discussing the short-comings of horsemanure compared to the superior burning qualities of cowpats and
drank the milky Khazak tea. After such an unbroken run of good
weather and over 100 kilometres of walking it would be more than
disappointing not to see the mountains. I clambered up to the crest of
the moraine and put a 100 tugrog note (value about 10 cents) on the
"Ovoo", one of the Shamanistic, semi-Buddhist shrines that
Mongolians build at significant places. A poor gift to the mountain
spirits, but it must have been enough, because the next day dawned
bright, the snowy peaks and glacier shining white against the flawless
blue sky.
It was a short day's walk to the roadhead, where we drank more tea,
and rode the horses to a place where locals were training a golden
eagle to hunt, and tried to ignore the poor wolf that was chained to a
stake, to be killed once it had grown its rich, winter pelt - by the Park
Ranger. Mongolia is a land of contradictions and surreal juxtapositions.
Gers with satellite dishes, some of which work after a fashion, more of
which have been turned on their sides to be used for drying milk curds;
herdsmen on horseback, dressed in the traditional clothing, with
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mobile phones clamped to their ears; devout Buddhists, lighting butter
lamps on the family altar and slaughtering livestock behind it.
Appropriately, we ended the trek with one of the most surreal
incidences of all. Back in Olgii, Sandagash, our excellent cook, invited
us to her ger for a meal. Khazaks are Muslim. She poured us all a big
shot of vodka to celebrate the start of Ramadan!
My Mongolian adventure lasted a few days longer with a visit to the
Gobi desert and my prolonged and truly weird homeward journey,
care of Chinggis Khan International Airport, Aeroflot and the wedding
party at the Ulaan Baatar Red Rose Hotel. I can safely say that I have
never before waltzed whilst wearing walking boots - but This Is
Mongolia and That Is Another Story........
(* Answer: Genghis Barn!)
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FORTY TWO ....running unlimited
Julie Carter
It's a magic number. Not only "the answer, to life, the universe and
everything" but also the number of summits included in the "Bob
Graham Round". Bob Graham, a Keswick hotelier, achieved this
famous traverse of the Lakeland fells in 1932 and it remained
unrepeated for several decades. Now more than a thousand fell
runners have followed his route and completed it in under 24 hours.
On the 13d1 May 2006, it was a misty drizzly morning as Mandy
drove me to Keswick at 1.30a.m. My fate had been sealed the previous
summer.
I was strolling down the Argentiere glacier having a chat \vidi Pete,
an old friend. Two decades earlier Pete had introduced me to fell
running, which at the time I loved, but soon gave up due to illness, and
was subsequendy too busy climbing. At the time he was a top onenteer,
but in recent times now climbed as well. I trusted his opinion so dared
to voice this mad idea which had crept into my head. "I've been
reading a book about fell running and it goes on die Bob Graham
round, I was wondering about giving it a try". I must say I was feeling
rather silly even saying it as it did seem out of my league entirely, but I
was shocked when Pete replied: "I think you'll find there's a limit to
what you can achieve". We continued in silence but by the time we
were down I was decided - I was doing it.
I spent die winter getting up at ungodly hours setting out to practice
the 5 sections which make up die route. At first I could not run a single
section at the pace required let alone contemplate all of them, but
gradually I could do them at the right pace and after a few mondis I
could do 2 sections back to back. One very snowy day in April I set off
from Keswick at 4a.m and did die first 2 sections alone, it was so cold
foot long icicles were being blown off the fence as I went Skiddaw. It
was die day before my birthday. I was about to be 42. The day
unfolded beautifully with wonderful low spring sunlight. 8 hours later I
met friend Sam and her husband Geoff at Dunmail Raise, he had
brought tea and real cups. Sam and I ran the third leg over to Wasdale
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Bowfell I was getting a bit tired and had been out about 13 hours, I was
worried as it seemed such a long way to go I asked Sam to distract me
with some trivial chit chat, but you don't get trivia from Sam. Instead
within the next hour we had each other hooked up into various other
harebrained schemes, including qualifying for the elite start of the
London Marathon and doing the elite course of the Karrimor
mountain marathon. Now we had the next couple of years sorted out
we could get on with the job in hand. At Broad Stand this time no
worries regarding the wet rock as a different dear Pete (he took me on
my first rock climb 20 years previous) had a fixed rope with knots to
pull on. He continued with us to Scafell summit, where he gave me a
kiss, looked me in the eye and said "you'll do it, I know you will". I
believed him. Down in Wasdale Mandy had taken Angela's comments
to heart and had a bowl of hot water for my feet and been home and
washed and dried the best socks. More tea, rice pudding and another
new team. Boo (a woman who has rescued me from various tricky
situations over the years including being stranded alone with broken
toes in Pakistan) was navigating and came with her "secret weapon" Hoola Hoops. There was also another Pete, another local G.P, Comet
die dog, and 2 friends from nearby who came along for the first couple
of hours up Yewbarrow, Red Pike, Steeple, Pillar and Kirk Fell. From
Steeple we had our first view of the day a wonderful orange glow all
over Ennerdale and I could see our house. I had wanted to get to
Gable before dark and in the gathering gloom there were 2 torches just
the other side of the summit marking our line of descent, Pete Wright
(a yet other significant Pete friend of many years) had come up from
Honnister with John Byrne. Over Brandreth we could hear a
hullabaloo - a bunch of people singing and twirling gaily coloured
lights on Grey Knotts. The Heathrow runway party headed up by our
next door neighbour, Sarah, and including other doctor friends plus
Sara Knowles and Sue King, had come with a selection of light sticks
which they planted in a trail down to Honnister. They followed behind
us retrieving them and then made a big light display in the car park
spelling JULIE - all! It was kind of like a party at Honnister car park at
10.30 that night. This time when sitting having my tea and fodder I was
a bit slower to get up. Sam was back, filling in as navigator at late
notice, and along with Martha, John, Pete and Holly hound I wearily
but excitedly set off up Dale Head. Not 5 minutes after the whole tiling
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went badly. John and Pete had gone ahead, I started vomiting and felt
sick as anything, I wanted to sit down. Martha realised I was about to
blow the whole tiling. "Just keep walking until it passes", she gently
kept me going and Sam made me get some water down. It did pass and
as we reached the huge cairn on Dale Head a magnificent huge yellow
moon appeared low in the inky black sky. I could sec the lights of
Keswick. Over Hindscarth, and Robinson, down to Newlands Church,
a quick change to road shoes and I was flying. After 22 hours and fifty
minutes I turned into the main street of Keswick and made the last run
up to the Moot Hall. For a very brief millisecond I spared a thought
for the man a few years ago who had done the route and immediately
turned round and ran it back the other way! A couple of bottles of
Cava (between us all not each!) went down very well, I was quietly and
deeply pleased.
Back at home I sat on the stairs where Sara had utilised the light
sticks to make another lovely display. Mandy and the yet unmentioned
Sally (she lives nearby and had befriended us) were busy in the kitchen
getting more refreshments for everyone. Mandy and Sally had driven
tirelessly to all the road stops, supplied all waiting supporters and
incoming runners with endless tea, and made sure everyone had the
right gear and passed it all on die right person etc. Pat and Eileen from
Hebden had also helped mem and they even managed to fit in visiting
the plant sale in Cockermouth in the afternoon. I had not expected
such fantastic support and for the whole day to be such a wonderful
atmosphere. It had been a great day out, but also so much more. It was
journey through which old friendships were celebrated and new ones
forged and I found a deeper intimacy \vith fells.
And it made me less attentive to unqualified assumptions about
limits. Pete never meant to be discouraging; maybe he knew his reverse
psychology would work.
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Ski Mountaineering in Canada
Lindy Hatfield
Myself and my Irish friend Vera, planned to do another ski
mountaineering trip. She had friends based in Canmore, B.C. Canada.
So the trip was booked, her husband worried that he would miss
something, so came too. Prior to meeting them at Heathrow, Vera
announced that she was pregnant but, "this wouldn't change anything".
We arrived and met the 'gang' - expat Irish Aifoe (pronounced "efa")
and her partner/friend/husband Stevie, with their Canadian friends
Danielle, William and Wayne.
The next two weeks was literally a case of one of the gang saying
"let's go there"; Getting up early, driving to an unknown roadside
destination; Skinning up to the top; whatever it may be and skiing
merry hell to the bottom. To prove to be a true member "of the gang",
this had to be done with a loud scream at the top, and preferably with
lots of whoops until reaching the bottom to be greeted with loud
cheering banter. Being a reserved English lady, and someone not used
to skiing lots of powder snow this took some time to master, the
whooping that is to say the least! I thought that I was reasonably fit,
until I skied next to that lot! There was no time to look at the map to
catch my breath; we were either going up or down, but not stopping
unless we were at the local cafe.
From this experience of day cross country skiing, I now swear by the
evening soak in the Jacuzzi as it seemed to take all die aches and pains
away. The next morning, yesterday's "head plants" seemed to be a
figure of my imagination and my confidence had been replenished.
The main reason for going out to meet the guys was to do the
Wapta ski traverse. The gang had attempted this even7 year, for die
past three years. Bad weather had led to defeat, so they were pretty
determined to do it this time. As the time drew near, Stevie got called
to a job in the USA and Vera was advised by her doctor not to go. This
led to Vera and Peter staying in Canmore doing "gentle rock climbs".
Danielle, Aifoe and I set off on the trip, backpacks heavy and full of
enthusiasm with the boys planning to catch up with us two days later
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for die end of the trip. The weather said that the "thaw" was on, so the
aim was to keep skiing very quickly across the first lake and through
the valley, where the ominous rumbling of snow falling in gullies could
be heard. The first day led us onto the glacier in blazing heat and a
long slog up to die Peyto hut. This was rewarded with sunbathing on
the terrace widi a family of 3; father and two sons - die "Italian
Stallions" in white underpants turned out to be Canada's top biathletes... and jolly good cooks too.
The next day we skinned to the top of a high point, where we agreed
to split up: Aifoe and Danielle went up to the hill top diat I had been
up the week before; I arranged to meet them at the top of a saddle
below St Nicholas. I could dien drop my ski gear and climb to a
beautiful point overlooking the Bow hut, which we had visited on a
previous long weekend ski trip. I did this quickly; this meant diat I had
plenty of time to enjoy die fantastic views and to melt ice in plastic bags
whilst waiting for the girls to appear. Unfortunately for diem their slog
up to the saddle was made in the mid afternoon heat, so they were
grateful for the bags of water that I had melted for them!! The day
ended clear views and easy navigation down the glacier to Balfour, the
2nd hut.
Before reaching die Balfour hut through a conversation it transpired
that the girls were clear on how to use an avalanche transceiver but had
never been taught to how to pull someone out of a crevasse. My
position of setting the pace by being roped up at the front was
immediately changed to the back! And we spent the next hour going
through crevasse rescue techniques and I was pretty confident that if an
incident arose we would have managed.
Unfortunately the welcome at diis hut wasn't as good as the previous
one, as a big group was there already, having claimed the bunks and
cooking areas. However this didn't dampen our spirits as we were
having a great time, and dien die demanding, grumpy boys arrived;
being the only one of us not married to them, I was able to retire to my
bunk and observe die "very good looking chest of rippling muscle"
sitting next to me. This resulted in a very good night's sleep.
The next day the girls informed me diat the grumpy boys could
bugger off and organise themselves, and diat we would set off without
them. The route up die side of the mountain, though steep and heavily
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crevassed, was uneventful. On reaching the highest point I celebrated
by doing an English impression of the "birdie song" applauded by
other Canadian groups at the same point. We waited for the boys, and
as time was on our hands and next hut was already in view with an easy
ski down. They all went up on a higher peak to play on powder. Whilst
I decided to conserve my energy, as well wanting to admire the
amazing views across the Canadian Rockies. When play time was over,
and everyone was speaking nicely to each other, we took a gentle ski
down to the third and most basic hut, the Scott Duncan hut.
Once we worked out how to get in to the hut, it was perfect!
Avalanches running down from the mountain behind had blown the
door in several times, which is why it was difficult to open it. With
time on our hands, with fantastic clear views, the sleeping bags were
rolled out and snoozes in the sun commenced. That night "the rippling
chest skier" (now with lots of blisters) turned out to be an Canadian
Military man, however I am not sure to what he was most impressed
with? (1) Seeing 3 girls ski mountaineering across the Wapta without a
guide or (2) wait for it, our final evening meal that consisted of pasta,
salad and a selection of meats which had been carried with utmost care
by the eccentric Wayne and the now more smiley William.
That night the winds howled, the hut shook, but the door didn't
blow in. The next morning we stepped out of the door to no visibility
and I felt immediately at home to cold, wet and icy. I was in my
comfort zone, and the rest of the gang were not! It was a long day as
constant navigation was needed to bring us safely off the glacier, down
the steep icy terrain, traversing around and through a maze of tracks in
the forests, across a frozen lake, and down to more woods with
lessening snow. Then with the relief off no more tree roots to catch our
skis on, we found ourselves next to a busy highway. With rain pouring
down, cars were collected and the nearest bar found to celebrate.
I came away from this trip with new friendships formed and a
rekindled love for the Canadian Rockies. It was the first trip that I had
done with "non-mountaineers" and realised that for many skiers they
don't feel lonely without their ice axes. However this is not the case for
me, a bit of ice and steep ascent makes a trip just a little bit more fun.
After all the whole point of me learning to ski in the first place was to
reach the routes that I had wanted to climb.
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Conquering the Satarma Needle
Ann-Marie Henderson
Two members of the Ladies Scottish Climbing Club (LSCC) had
climbed the Satarma Needle (SW ridge , grade II+/III-, 15m) a few
years earlier while holidaying in Arolla, Switzerland. From their
account we (Julia Banks, and Mairet Higham and I) knew that the
descent involved a free abseil from a bolt by your feet. The abseil had
been described in a manner somewhat reminiscent of a Hitchcock
thriller.
Following a leisurely breakfast, we boarded the bus at Arolla to get
to Satarma. We stood in complete awe by the roadside as the bus drew
away, staring at a stone Jaguar leaping from the hillside above the tree
line. We looked from one to the other, fear clearly visible on our faces.
Someone in our midst announced "According to the guidebook it isn't
as impressive up close. In fact it's quite disappointing".

Approaching the Needle through the forest
The approach to the base of the needle went up through a forest.
We zigged and zagged our way up the forest track in the midday heat.
Beads of sweat dripping down our faces - yuck! As I approached the
Needle I awaited the moment of disappointment, however the
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realisation came over me that the challenge presented by the Needle
would never diminish no matter how close I got to it. I stood eyeing the
Needle as a hunter does the beast. A test of nerves. From the first
moment we saw the Needle, we laughed and joked all the way on the
approach, using humour to deflate the tension. We stood there
confronted by the Needle in private contemplation. I looked
repeatedly from the abseil bolt to the ground and back, all the time
thinking. "The rope's not long enough".
Someone decided that a lunch stop was required before embarking
on this potentially stress inducing task. As I tidied away the remnants of
my lunch a voice enquired "Ann-Marie, do you want to lead?" I am
still not quire sure whether my companions announced this in unison,
but I certainly got the impression that they had been conspiring against
me. The response came, almost casual "Oh, Okay". Who said that? I
looked over my shoulder. It wasn't me. It might have sounded like me,
but it wasn't. I reassured myself, don't show your fear, and remember
you are a member of the LSCC; you have to set an example.
As I started to climb the Needle, my companions urged me to use
slings on the many obvious spikes. I never use spikes - I don't trust
them. Just like I don't do yogurt. There's a name for this - it's a
syndrome. I placed a couple of wires. As the climb was beginning to
look uncomplicated I traversed out to the right onto an exposed slab. I
couldn't see any positive holds and smeared upwards, hoping my feet
would remain in contact with the rock. I threw a sling over a spike. I
could hear my companions muttering below. I had to concede I was
desperate!
After making myself safe, I surveyed the view beneath from my
vantage point - like a king overseeing his kingdom. As my companions
climbed, I had ample time to contemplate the abseil. To be honest I
felt uneasy about the abseil. It was a long way down and I had never
done a free abseil before. With every new situation I face on the
mountain, the self doubts creep in. I always wonder whether I'm up to
the challenge. Given Mairet's youth I decided that I needed to get
control of the fear that was simmering inside. I realized that one
person's fear could spread like an epidemic and take hold of the group
and leave us stranded.
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With all my body weight on my arms I lowered myself over the edge
onto a flake. The hardest thing about abseiling is always getting over
the edge. Breathe in, breathe out. I am calm. I am in control. The
system has been double, even triple checked. The moment of truth
had come - have faith in the system. My therapist says I have some
issues with trust. She's right!

Abseiling offthe top
I began to let the live rope slip through my hand. I announced to the
others that it was okay. I focussed only on the rope, allowing it to slip
slowly through my hand. As I commenced the free abseil I took up a
foetal position, which seemed to prevent any unnecessary spinning. I
was almost beginning to enjoy the experience.
Whae-hae! I had reached the ground. I shouted encouragement to
the others, who were about to confront their own demons and ran
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energetically for my camera. I stood camera poised, left leg shaking
uncontrollably, adrenaline rushing through my body. For what seemed
the longest time Mairet tried to coax herself over the edge. I could
sense her fear in the hysteria. Click, click, and click. I must have taken
twenty photos of my companions as they descended. With all six feet
firmly placed on the ground again, we gathered together in a huddle.
Triumphant, we screamed and giggled, replaying every detail together.
"Pardon, Nous sommes les novices" I declared to the puzzled
bystanders. And again we laughed.
Anyone would think we had had enough adventure for one day, but
we decided to tackle the crag at Pra Grassette en route to the campsite,
where Mairet and Julia led a route each.
As we strolled to Pra Grassette one of my companions
acknowledged that I was the abseil guinea pig. In the event of the
system failing, then it would be alright because I would go splat, before
their neck was on the line. As uncharitable as it sounds we've all
thought it at one time or another. I now have an understanding with
that particular companion that I go first on abseils and she goes at the
front of the rope on crevassed terrain. What are friends for!
In tense situations, some people shout at each other, we giggled
hysterically as we conquered the Satarma Needle, like teenagers overnighting at our first pyjama party. And what a party it was.
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Surviving Weekend Meets
Fred Reynolds
PartIV

The catered meet
You have to book early for this one. The prospect of a three course
meal prepared by someone else always pulls a big crowd. This is the
occasion when culinary incompetents - those who think that panache in
the kitchen is an idiosyncratic flourish upon removing a reheated item
from the oven - stuff themselves silly.
There are problems, though. It is difficult to get a seat, and even
harder to keep it. Should you have cause to leave the table during the
meal, you may find on your return, someone else is filling their face
with your food. Do not have a tantrum or in any way draw attention to
yourself. Simply wait quietly in the background, then slip into the next
vacant slot as it presents itself. Careful use of this ploy means you can
consume more of what you like, whilst reducing your intake of the
dishes you're not keen on, should the chef esses have been thoughtless
enough to prepare such a menu.
It is important not to overdo this. If others employ the same tactic,
you should desist or the meal will degenerate into a form of musical
chairs.
Other things to watch out for are: sitting next to the fire, especially
when it's curry; occupying the overhung end of a bench if you think a
fulcrum is a seabird ; drinking what turns out to be other people's wine,
thinking it's all-in with the meal.
A further note of caution: do not be tempted to take on the role of
culinary giant yourself, especially if you already have trouble with your
arriving. Additionally encumbered with food for the multitude, the
journey to the hut is likely to end in major calamity, probably within
feet of the car.
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Non-climbing activities
When the weather is inclement, it is perfectly legitimate to
participate in alternative activities. Generally, they are more costly than
your average day on the mountain, and are more socially oriented (with
the exception of The Mass Ascent). The identification of a suitable
activity usually takes place after a particularly fraught and lengthy
episode of Decision Making (see earlier section). Assuming there is still
time to fill, you can find yourself dragged into junk shops, outdoor
shops, coffee bars, craft centres and art galleries. Even if you don't buy
something, someone else will, so the car journey back to the hut can be
a tad cramped. If it's not your car, offer to drive anyway, as at least
you're guaranteed a whole seat to yourself that way. If that fails you'll
have to drape yourself around brass coal scuttles and chairs ripe for
restoration as best you can.

Fears, phobias and fantasies
Strictly speaking, not an integral part of the weekend meet, and for
the mature, well-adjusted Pinnacle member, not even an issue.
However, for the benefit of completeness and any closet psychotics,
the following comments may be of interest.
Frankly, the weekend meet is not the best place to reveal that you
want the light left on all night because you're frightened of the gorilla
that hides in the cupboard at the bottom of the stairs. Along with other
childhood fears you have failed to come to terms with, this should not
be blabbed about even in a weak moment. The Pinnacle Club is full of
rational, intelligent, and totally together individuals who will not concur
with your view that such idiosyncrasies add a rather interesting
dimension to your personality.
However, it may be worth keeping an eye out for a kindred spirit
(someone secreting a teddy bear into her sleeping bag perhaps), so that
you don't feel entirely alone on those nights when the clouds, wind and
moon shadows conspire to provide you with an eight-hour-long anxiety
attack.
Phobias which you have developed through exposure to adult life
fall into two categories - okay and not okay - and are so determined
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purely by how many others in the club have the same problem. Thus it
is 'okay to be claustrophobic (lots of 'personal space' people) and
carnophobic (a plethora of vegetarian wholefooders always litter the
kitchen at mealtimes). But not many climbers and mountaineers suffer
from agoraphobia and fear of heights is a definite no-no. In this last
case, people would be understandably worried about being caught up
in A Nightmare On The Crag, and would not be beating a path to your
door when The Great Sorting Out Of Climbing Partners takes place
after breakfast.
Conversely, some lesser known foibles can be interesting and
entertaining simply because they do mark you out from the masses.
But, it's a dangerous line to walk. Fashions change. What's in this
month could be passe before the year is out. A different collection of
people on a meet, and your carefully constructed persona becomes a
laughing joke. It's probably best to regard these aspects of your
personality as having a short shelf life; they will cease to have any image
value once they become commonplace. Be on the lookout for new
opportunities.
At last, important point; sustaining the right degree of eccentricity
has the benefit of acting as an effective counterbalance to failing
physical faculties. You must use your own judgement in terms of what
you feel you can get away with, but the price of getting it wrong is
enormous. Once perceived as both past it and a wire short of a full
rack, you have nowhere to go.
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Report on Val Bregaglia,
Switzerland/Italy - Aug 2008
Amanda Newham
We decided to go to this valley from looking at a map of the Alps
and seeing the long North ridge Piz Badile and having been inspired by
folk on UK climbing site. So Myself, Greg, Summer, Rich, Caroline 1
and Caroline 2 made up the party. We all made our own way to the
spectacular valley in groups.
Day 1: After travelling for 15 hours across France and Switzerland
we finally descended from the stunning Julian Pass, where we
encountered our first cows with bells, into the upper regions of the
valley. Beyond the lake we could see the red slated roofs of the houses
in St. Moritz. After a few hairpin bends we finally arrived at
Vicosoprano Campsite, die view of the mountains from the campsite
were spectacular. We saw towers, pinnacles and ridges, which we later
climbed on.

The dam de Albigna
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Day 2: After a good night sleep at 1067m we set out for the cable car
to explore the peaks that loomed above.
We ailed past cairns and chasms below to our final destination the
albigna dam at 2163m. Here we could see a climber or two on the
Spazacaldiera crag.
Our next destination was the slabs below the Albigna hut a 40 min
walk. It was a very quite crag which almost began at the waters edge.
Day 3: Greg, Caroline and I began our journey to the ridge of Piz
De Balzet as recommended , by L.Griffin, the Author of the guide
book ,to be a good first rout to familiarise oneself with the granite.

The top ofthe Piz De Balzet, our 2nd climb ofthe holiday
As a three we climbed in the alpine style, with 1 person leading and
the other two behind. The climbing was easy grade 3 /4+ over granite
bulges and rounded flakes. The crystals of quartz offered good foot
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holds. The only sounds we could hear were marmots screeching and
the distant rumble of rock fall as the sun melted the ice in a nearby
glacier. We peaked at 2958m, where the valley below looked tiny.
After two abseils we were at the top of a col. Then down to the cable
car. A good day out!
Day 4: All our party made a provisions trip to the CO-OP in St
Moritz, then to a road side crag to climb a few bolted routes on gneiss
rock. An interesting rock that crumbles!
Day 5: Our next challenge was the ramp and ridge to the top of the
Spazzacaldiera crag. What at spectacular route. This we had to pitch.
The 4/4+ route was mixed with steep rock with cracks and fine ledges.
Then a ridge until we reached an abseil point below the famous
Fiamma Tower which has good 5+ climbing up its north side. The
route was popular with guides and parties in front and behind. We all
took a slight diversion onto the Nigg Route and completed a 6+ pitch
with much effort.
We made good time for the return of the cable car and once at the
campsite celebrated our day's achievement with a beer and looking up
at the ridge.
Day 6: Another rest day at a roadside crag in Italy with Summer,
Rich and Greg. I nicknamed this crag Lizzard (Sasso de Drago) due to
the amount of geckoes basking in the sun on the black granite. After a
well deserved ice cream and a beer it was home to the campsite.
Day 7: A rough night's sleep for all due to the over night storms and
heavy rain. All seven of us decided on an 18km round walk to a \illage
in the mountains. Soligo where we saw some magnificent waterfalls and
best of all the view of our next challenge Piz Badile North Ridge. It
loomed out of the clouds all 700m of it sharp and intimidating! A
quick look at the weather forecast helped us decide on a day to ascend
it.
Day 8: A rest day...
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Day 9: Organising a light weight sack and food for the big climb was
the priority for the morning's event before we walked up the valley to
die Saac Fura Hut. The walk was very steep up a chasm among the
sweet smelling pines. After an assent of 300m we popped out onto a
terrace and there the hut was. We arrived in good time to wander up
towards the North Ridge to spy the path for the journey in the dark the
next morning.
After a hearty meal it was to bed for the early start.
Day 10: Summit day of the Piz Badile. The description in the L.
Griffin guide says:
'few rock routes follow such a pure elegant line ... it appears smooth,
steep and impregnable... and is one of the finest routes in the Alps at
its standard of 3'
We were up at 4.30am for a breakfast that was not wanted but eaten
for the nutrition. A two hour walk got myself and Greg to the bottom
of the route just as the sun was rising. Greg took the fist 150m of the
sound compact granite, or so then a break for a well earned snack. The
ridge looked huge and daunting and was not to be underestimated. But
we took one step at a time. We followed the ridge at first on the
eastern side then the western side. The first difficult pitch was Risch
slab, a quarter of the way up. More ridge climbing on occasional steep
parts until a detached block is reached. Then more crest climbing and
across flakes until a cracked slab before the shoulder. After a few more
crests the metal pyramid defining the summit was seen. As the guide
book says the descent to the Gianetti hut can be difficult to locate but
with evidence of human and a compass reading from the summit
showed us the correct descent path. We follow well worn ledges until
we saw an abseil point. Into the colouir. Our friends were already
waiting to celebrate with us at the hut that had ascended up the valley.
Day 11: Walk down from the Gianetti Hut to the Val Masino on the
Italian side. Celebratory pizza and beer before entering Switzerland.
Recommendations ofthe trip: fantastic range ofhigh mountain climbing,
small road side sports routes, good pizzas and campsites clean and
reasonable priced. The transport is excellent. I will definitely be going
back some time soon.
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Itching to Climb
Barbara James
Inherited eczema and allergies made me different from my
classmates, something I did not like. I was lucky. The severity of my
eczema had lessened when, in my teens, my PE teacher introduced me
to the Snowdonia hills. After four years teaching in a secondary school,
with weekends spent in Wales, in 1964 I became a full time
mountaineering instructor and mountain rescue first aider in Capel
Curig. Then there were few females instructing or leading difficult rock
routes. With my husband, a rock climbing guide, we made memorable
ascents of 500m vertical Dolomite rock faces and some routes were
first female and British ascents.

Those \\-ere the days, no crash hat, harness or 'PAs
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Divorced in 1976 and with a mortgage to pay I needed a job. I
believe that I was the first and only woman civilian to be employed by
MOD to train soldiers. At the Infantry Junior Leaders Battalion in
Folkestone I learned another language, new codes of behaviour, to
drive alone the length and breadth of the UK and to lead expeditions
to St Kilda. To teach subjects such as the Theory of Weapons and
Military Deployment I requested and had some very useful, unique
experiences including participating in some Northern Ireland training,
going through Check Point Charlie before the wall came down, seeing
the work of the infantry in Cyprus and learning to fire, outdoors on a
range, the 7.62mm Self Loading Rifle.
After my early retirement due to Mother's last illness, and my
health, a doctor advised me to take my first holiday in 11 years. I was
the second person - and possibly the first female - to go,
unaccompanied, to the magical Falkland Islands soon after the conflict.
Alone I walked up Tumbledown, communed with wild life and I was
told that, "Anyone can learn to fly". So on return, my 50th birthday
present, to me, was to get a Private Pilot's Licence. A year later I flew a
Cessna 40 hours solo around Florida.
But nothing I had done was as challenging as surviving, alone, the
furiously tourist evenings in Tenerife's Playa de Las Americas. Only
the magical El Teide National Park and the genuine, spontaneous
kindness of the Canarians ensured my return. After four years I rented
an apartment in Adeje village and then my Spanish improved. Initial
suspicious looks disappeared and great welcomes and friendship
followed. It was an honour to learn to play the guitar in their night
school classes and to be invited to participate in their activities
including El Pasion, their very moving, live for television, Good Friday
re-enactment of the Crucifixion.
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BIRTHS
Alex Nicholson
a daughter - Lucy - 2007

DEATHS
Dawn Hopkinson 2005
Brede Arkless 2006
Gill Nisbet 2006
Pat Henry nee Wood 2006
Sally Keir 2007
Nancy Heron-Smith 2007
Fern Levy 2008
Jean Dilnot 2008
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Dawn Hopkinson December 15th 1946 - December 9th 2005
Pinnacle Club 1973 2005

Many members of the Pinnacle club will not have known Dawn
even though she had been a member for a long time as she had not
been on a meet for many years. She climbed mainly with her husband
Richard and members of the Derwent Mountaineering Club which was
based closed to her home in Wirksworth.
Those of us who did know Dawn will always remember her
enthusiasm for climbing and any outdoor activities, her friendly and
outgoing personality and her larger than life personality. Any time
spent with Dawn was full of adventures and entertainment.
Dawn was a keen climber, skier, mountaineer and fell runner, with
many interests outside the outdoor life including dancing, socializing,
cooking, gardening, dogs, and yoga,
I spent many happy days climbing with Dawn. She was excellent
company and there was never a dull moment. Dawn had many gifts,
one of them being the gift of encouragement and interest in other
people. I have never heard anyone say "You can do it", with such
conviction when I was struggling to lead a route. She wasn't always
right, but we could be sure of having a lot of fun in our struggles.
Dawn was never one to give in and this determination was shown in
the last few years of her life when she was battling with the cancer that
eventually took her life. She was determined to keep going and to try
everything possible which might cure her or give her a better quality of
life. In between her various kinds of treatment she continued to do as
much as she could in the way of travelling and socializing, and took up
new challenges, such as painting, bird-watching, learning to play the tin
whistle and hang-gliding which had always been one of her dreams. She
also helped to start up a charity which raised money to help cancer
sufferers participate in outdoor adventures.
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Anyone who attended Dawn's funeral would realize how much
Dawn was loved, by her husband Richard, her family and all her
friends. She had planned her funeral, making it full of laughter, music,
and happy memories.
She will be sadly missed.
Maiv Waters

Brede Arkless
Pinnacle Club 1986-2006
When Brede died in New Zealand in 2006, her obituary appeared
not only in climbing publications but in the British national press and
the Spanish newspaper El Mundo, and the story of her life was
featured on the Radio 4 programme 'Last Word'.
Brede was exceptionally strong, physically and mentally, strong in
the mountains, in her relationships with family and friends, in her faith,
and in her fight against cancer. Her many achievements are welldocumented, and her links with the Pinnacle Club go back to before
she eventually joined.
In the early 1960s, Brede was already established on the Welsh
scene. I first met her in the Hafod above Llanberis, from where she
and Geoff ran their mountaineering courses. About this time Brede
qualified as a British guide, the second woman after Gwen Moffat to
do so, and eventually she became the first woman member of the elite
Union Internationale des Associations de Guides de Montagnes. She
guided professionally for the rest of her life, usually in Europe in the
northern summer and in New Zealand in the southern summer, and in
her later years was an assessor of aspirant guides in New Zealand.
Between 1964 and 1979 Brede had four sons and four daughters.
In the summers of the 1980s I used to visit her at Buarth, her cottage
and bunkhouse above Deniolen. She had a great system where the
older children looked after the younger ones and the hens laid enough
eggs for everyone, while Brede and I went climbing. Gogarth was a
favourite cliff, and routes such as Quartz Icicle suited her perfectly.
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Brede admitted, though, that life was hard in winter, working, getting
the children to school, and managing the bunkhouse.
In 1970, when Janet Rogers (now Davies) was our President, she
and Brede took part in the British Women's Himalayan Expedition to
the Padar Himalaya, and in 1979 Brede was a member of the women's
expedition to Bakhor Das, an unclimbed 20,000ft peak in the
Karakoram. In 1989 Brede returned to the Karakoram with a
women's expedition to Gasherbrum II, when Rhona Lampard and
Wanda Rutkiewicz reached the 26,300ft summit. With a group
including John Shipton, Brede traversed the Garwhal Himalaya,
retracing the arduous pioneering journey that John's father Eric made
with Tilman. At the age of 60 Brede attempted Everest and climbed
to within about 1000ft of the summit.
In her book about the Pinnacle Club, Shirley Angell recalls that
Brede had been invited to speak at our Dinner at Betws-y-Coed in
1979, but on the day she phoned to explain that she had suddenly
been admitted to hospital. That evening Brede gave birth to her
youngest child - a girl! It was not until 1981, on the occasion of our
60Ul Anniversary Dinner, that Brede gave her speech. In 1984 the
Pinnacle Club welcomed her as a member.
In 1990 Brede and her four youngest children went to live at Twizel
in New Zealand, a good base for guiding in the Mount Cook region.
She had plenty of work, but \isitors were always welcome, and several
Pinnaclers enjoyed her hospitality. When I was there we climbed
together at Wanaka, and Brede found other climbing partners for me.
She lent me a very serviceable ice-axe for Mount Cook - could it have
been the one she used to lead Point 5 Gully many years before?
Brede often invited me to join in her adventures, such as cycling
through Cambodia, which she eventually did on her own, but when we
met in Mexico (see previous PC journal) I hadn't seen her for ten
years. She was as full of fun and energy as ever. Brede told everyone
she was from New Zealand (she became a citizen in 1995), but she
never lost her Irish accent. She was looking forward to guiding some
of her regular clients on Aconcagua at the end of that year.
Alas, it was not to be. Brede decided that when she returned to
New Zealand she would have an operation that she had been putting
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off, to repair a damaged ankle. She went into hospital, but something
far more serious was discovered, cancer of the pancreas. Typically,
Brede cycled all the way from Twizel to Christchurch, to be admitted
for a major operation. Sadly, it was too late; nothing could be done by
surgery.
I last saw Brede in October 2005 when she was going round the
world saying her goodbyes. We planned to climb Dream of White
Horses, but a full gale was blowing at Gogarth, so we walked on the
beach at Uanddwyn, and talked of many things. Brede said she didn't
want any obituary in the press and she'd be back next year to climb
Dream if she was well enough.
Brede made it back to her family in New Zealand and died
peacefully among them. Her funeral at Twizel was a celebration of her
amazing life; PC member Barbara Prince was there to share in it. A
memorial event was held in Wales soon after, in Llanberis and at Llyn
du'r Arddu. The family suggested that people plant a tree in memory
of Brede, who gave so much to everyone she met, to family, friends,
climbers, and her clients especially all the women she introduced to
climbing and mountains. There must be many young trees by now.

Angela Soper

Gill Nisbet
Pinnacle Club 1992-2006

Gill joined the Pinnacle Club in 1992. At that time she was living in
Cheshire but had already met Andy her husband-to-be on a trek in
Nepal. A prolific new router of winter routes, Andy lived in the
Cairngorms and worked as a mountain guide. Gill never looked back
from moving up to her new life and always felt at home in the Scottish
hills whatever her activities.
Living north of the border, her involvement in the club took on a
Lakes/Scotland bias but she would occasionally make the longer
journey to North Wales for the special meets such as the Anniversary
or the Dinner. She was a regular and interesting contributor to the club
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journals, had several articles published in the climbing press and
worked as a tour leader for a trekking company.
Gill was diagnosed with breast cancer in the autumn of 1998 and
after treatment was determined to be as active as ever. Only from the
summer of 2003 did her health prevent her from doing everything she
wanted activity-wise. She then built on her developing interest and
knowledge in birds and bees, and completed several pieces of
Highlands based research on both subjects. Gill continued her
research in this specialism and her joint work on Highland bumble
bees was published summer 2006.
Gill was the first Pinnacle Club member I climbed with and we kept
up the contact and the friendship over the years. I can remember
several trips with her to places in Scotland, climbing and walking, and
to bird reserves. Although she stopped rock climbing a few years ago,
she kept up the walking and skiing, and liking nothing better than to be
out cross countrying in the Scottish Highlands, she came to love so
much.
Gill and Andy were very close and she described her time in
Scotland as the best years of her life. Andy's support to her during the
difficult last few months was immeasurable and he spoke movingly
about her at her funeral. Despite the sadness of the occasion, the
service was one that really reflected her character and spirit. Never the
most extravert of individuals, Gills' quiet and friendly manner often
covered her considerable inner strength. Many of us will miss her
greatly, both out on the hill and dropping in to enjoy her Scottish
hospitality.
Fred Reynolds

Sally Keir
Pinnacle Cub 1980-2007
Sally died of cancer aged 68 after a five year courageous battle. She
was a botanical artist of considerable talent who gained her reputation
and awards for her unique and innovative flower paintings, and of
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course she was a longstanding member of the Pinnacle Club, and
served in various offices including President.
Sally Antoinette Devine was born, the second of two daughters in
1938 to parents David and Elizabeth Devine. A combination of the
war years and her father's job meant that early life was disrupted for
Sally and she formed a close relationship of support and affection with
her older sister Janet that was important to her throughout her life.
In her 20s, Sally moved to Cambridge to work and married Derek,
and had two daughters, Rainbow and Caroline. The marriage didn't
last and with characteristic independence she and the girls moved to
Scotland and she became secretary to The Earl of Weymess on
Gosford estate in East Lothian, close to Janet's home in Edinburgh.
This provided them with a home tied to the estate, and despite the
difficulties of lone parenthood in the '60s it was from here that she
started her own personal journey towards self fulfillment and the
pursuit of her twin loves the mountains and gardens. One of her first
efforts at gardening in the Sally style involved the planting of a
chamomile lawn in the garden at Gosford. This was a source of
amazement amongst her more grass orientated neighbours and much
beloved by the local birds, who did their level best to remove it for
nesting purposes. She had a large vegetable garden too - money was
short and her resourcefulness knew no ends. Caroline and Rainbow's
clothes were mostly home made and she was a supreme recycler long
before carbon footprints were a twinkle in environmentalists' eyes.
Sally had a keen intellect. She had read all of the classics by the time
most of us would be tackling Janet and John and in later years had a
wide ranging taste with a penchant for science fantasy. She was a music
lover, and especially loved Wagner and his complex, emotional
dramas, and the children remember being banned from the house for
Ring Cycle performances on Radio 3. This love of music continued all
her life and she was a regular patron of the Welsh National Opera at
Llandudno with other Pinnacle Club members and local friends. Less
well known she also had a nice voice and enjoyed singing folk music
particularly during her time in Edinburgh, although she was quite shy
about it. And finally she was also a mean card and Scrabble player
who hid a competitive streak under a mild demeanor!
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In her late thirties, with the girls growing up, she was able to start to
plan for her future of work. She completed a foundation course at
Hereford Art College and then graduated from Duncan and
Jordanstoun College of Art in Dundee with an honours degree in
Design, specialising in silversmithing and jewellery design.
About this time too she made her first tentative forays into the world
of rocks, to tackle her fear of heights! Early days were spent with the
Jacobites and she quickly got to grips with her new sport. She had an
early setback with a fall while soloing but with her usual determination
this was put behind her through huge effort and a constitution that,
until her final illness, always recovered well. And this did not put her
off soloing - one of her joys was classics on her own and a favorite was
Grooved Arete on Tryfan.
She joined the Pinnacle Club in 1980 and during her final year at
Dundee she met Peter Benson on a joint meet with the Rucksack Club
at High Moss. She made a deep impression on Peter by helping him
with the catering when he was all at sixes and sevens and it might have
ended there except she left her boots at High Moss. Peter grasped the
opportunity to begin a long distance, determined and successful
courtship. After finishing her course she moved to the Midlands
where she and Peter lived for fifteen years, before moving to Conwy in
1997. In that time they married, in a typically low key ceremony; with
witnesses secured off the street! She lectured at Walsall Art College in
the Silversmith and Jewellery Department and designed and made
jewellery in her own workshop; but this was not commercially viable
and with her determination for financial independence she decided to
concentrate on botanical painting instead and developed a striking
style; detailed and luminous flowers against dark backgrounds, giving
three dimensional and intense images.
This art did give her independence and success; she exhibited
extensively in the UK and abroad, winning many prizes and was
awarded a gold medal by the RHS for her painting of Bearded Irises.
Elected to the Society of Botanical Artists, she latterly became a tutor
and examiner for students working for an SBA diploma.
She was commissioned to paint a 'Pink Rhododendron' which
featured in the Shirley Sherwood worldwide exhibition of botanical art
in 1997. Her paintings were also included in the Margaret Stevens
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book on the 'Art of Botanical Painting' in the gouache section. Overall
Sally sold over 450 original works and several of her paintings were
also used as greetings cards and sold commercially.
In the Pinnacle Club Sally came into her own as a climber. She was
wide ranging in her tastes, mountains, sea cliffs, bolted routes and hot
rock holidays. I don't however recall her ever being fond of gritstone
which did not suit her climbing style of grace and cunning! She
climbed extensively with Peter in the UK and abroad and often
combined summer holidays with him with the venues of the
Rendezvous Haute Montagne.

Sally Kier
Some of her great trips in the early years were to the Dolomites
where she and Peter adventured and explored and brought back great
tales of derring do's and epics. She was a good and careful navigator
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and route finder and the two of them usually had some tale of a
dispute in which of course Sally had been right again. During her trips
to the Alps she photographed many alpine plants as material for her
paintings, and in the UK combined climbing trips with visits to
nurseries, hunting plants for her ever evolving garden designs.
As a club member she did not shirk from responsibility - she held
various posts over the years including Treasurer for a marathon 7
years. She was President from 2002 to 2005, and her major legacy was
the negotiation of the parking adjacent to the power station; every
member who now parks at Cwm Dyli and hops over the bridge should
appreciate Sal's quiet diplomacy and perseverance in pinning down the
National Park, the Power Station and landowner in an agreement
which benefits us all.
She was an asset to the club in so many ways; there are many
members now who may not have kept up their initial contact except for
her welcome and kindness on their first visit. And this ability to be a
compassionate and non judgemental, but fun loving friend was not just
bestowed on the club; she had a trail of friends going back over the
years, hooked by her personality and retained by her care.
Sally's journey to the hills had started with her love of nature and
this pervaded all she did; her garden was an ever developing artwork,
festooned with form and texture, and furnished carefully with the exact
plants and structure. It was also an environmental showpiece;
cunningly recycled plant pots, plants for the insects, a pond with no fish
so the frogs could flourish, and abundant food for the birds; and of
course extensive composting. She was a perfectionist in her design and
execution, and a devil with the spirit level on the building works as her
spade man Peter would testify. As she became more restricted in her
activities she revised her outings and became the pivot for an informal
ladies mid week club which took in walks and gardens and sometimes
climbs.
Sally faced her illness with courage and took each treatment and
setback with fortitude. Her final holiday was on Harris, where she had
wanted to return to for many years. Getting there was a difficult
journey, and the return was more so. As she had treatment in Glasgow
she said to Dee Gaffney "I think I may not climb again" and then
immediately and brightly went on to discuss attractive alternatives like
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nature trails and walks. That was Sally; compassionate to friends and
ever plotting for the best result.

ValHennelly

Pat Henry nee Wood
Pinnacle Club 1957-2007
Pat grew up in Staffordshire and was first introduced to mountains
and rock climbing by her two uncles, Ged and John Poole who were
both quite well known climbers in North Wales in the 1950's. Her
whole family enjoyed the countryside and nature and Pat herself was a
knowledgeable bird watcher.
Her introduction to the Pinnacle Club resulted from contact with
Annis Flew. Through a mutual musical friend Annis learned that Pat,
who was a dentist in Leek at the time, was looking for like minded
people of a similar age to herself with whom to enjoy the mountains.
Subsequently Annis invited Pat to join herself and husband Tony on a
visit to North Wales where they stayed at the Pinnacle Hut. Annis and
Pat climbed together frequently in the next few years and Annis recalls
that her memories of days out with Pat were always sunny ones and
describes her as imperturbable, tolerant and unselfish - attributes that I
would strongly endorse. She remembers one magical day in Cwm
Silyn when they were each leading a rope. First they did Outside Edge
and then Kirkus 'route and everything went like clockwork. That Pat
felt similarly about the day can be seen in her article in the 1961/62
Pinnacle Club journal.
I first met Pat in 1959 when I was invited to join Jo Scarr, Muriel
Baldwin and Pat for a holiday in the Swiss Alps. I was of course able to
get to know her much better and appreciate her qualities much more
during the three months of the 1962 Jagdula expedition to Nepal
where her calm competence, good humour and tolerance made her an
ideal expedition member. This was the first British women's climbing
expedition to Nepal on which seven new peaks were climbed. Pat was
one of the four members of the part who reached the summit of the
highest peak, Lha Shamma 21,700 ft. Pat loved adventure and one of
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the more exciting aspects of the expedition for her was driving to India
and back in a Hillman Husky.
In the years following the expedition Pat returned to her dentistry in
Leek but came up to join me in Wales most weekends and we would
go out to walk or climb whatever the weather. On one occasion the
weather was so bad that we were reduced to crawling on our hands and
knees on sections of the ridge between Pen Yr Ole Wen and Carnedd
Dafydd but perhaps the most memorable day we had out together in
Wales was in June 1963. We set out from Pen-y-Pass at 4 am to do the
fourteen 3000's. By the time we got down to Nant Peris, Pat was
worried about her knees and she didn't want to damage them badly as
we were leaving for the Alps two weeks later. Reluctantly we decided to
abandon our plans and returned to Plas y Brenin in time for breakfast.
Not wanting to waste a glorious day, however, we decided to go and
climb Main Wall on Cyrn Las. This we did in boots as was the custom
in those days. In the afternoon we canoed on the lakes at Capel Curig
and in the evening we went to see 'The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner'. It was quite a day.
Holidays too brought their fun and adventures sometimes just the
two of us, sometimes with other friends. Trips to Scotland
included Skye and the Skye Ridge. Further afield we climbed in the
Alps, the Pyrenees, the Picos de Europa, the Taurus Mountains in
South East Turkey, Arctic Norway and Morocco where as a result of
various 'adventures' in Marrakech we ended up using a map traced
onto stitched-together pieces of toilet paper to walk and climb in the
area around the Neltner hut.
In 1971 Pat married Laurie Henry and soon afterwards started a
family. Although she continued to enjoy the countryside and walking
and shared her interests in music and bird watching with Laurie, this
was more or less the end of her climbing activities as she then devoted
herself to the needs of her husband and young family.
Her last years were spent in the Lake District enjoying family life
and her grandchildren. Pat died on April 28th 2007 at the age of 74
after a long and brave struggle with cancer of the colon. She was a
delightful companion and a wonderful friend.
Mary Waters
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Nancy Heron Smith
Pinnacle Club 1955-1998

Nancy Heron was born in Otley in the lee of Almscliffe Crag. From
the earliest age, she could be found climbing trees and as she grew
bigger she began to explore the crag near her home and the local
gritstone on Ilkley Moor. During boarding school at Hunmanby Hall,
she went to Canada with the school cricket team and saw her first real
mountain, the Rockies in 1939. On returning to England that year, she
enrolled at Leeds University to study medicine and started rock
climbing with Leeds University Climbing Club. In December 1939 on
her first meet (Langdale) she was already leading the lads.
Over the next few years, she climbed in Wales and the Lake District
whenever her studies allowed (sometimes, it is said, in the company of
the legendary Arthur Dolphin) and then in 1942, hitching home from
Black Sail, she was given a lift by an"old buffer of a driver" who turned
out to be Ashley Abraham, and it was he who proposed her for the
FRCC, an honour of which she was proud.
By 1945 when she became a House Surgeon in Leeds Maternity
Ward, she was climbing with many of the top climbers of her
generation and soon after that she met her future husband, Cym Smith
(C.M.G Smith), a physicist and President of the Cambridge University
Mountaineering Club and a great nephew of Owen Glynne Jones.
In 1947, when she was working as a Psychiatrist in a Glasgow
hospital, she became an honorary member of the (men only) Lomond
Club and put up many good Scottish routes with Tommy McGinness,
and it was with him that she had her first Alpine season, climbing the
Matterhorn and the Breithorn, and then the rarely climbed
Untergabelhorn Ridge with only an 1896 Baedeker to guide them!
In both 1950 and 1951 she went to the Alps with Cym and early in
1951 they got married. Among other climbs, they made the first British
guideless traverse of the complete Aiguilles du Diable (see Cambridge
Mountaineering 1952: In memorandum C.M.G. Smith, also Climbers
Club Journal Vol X) and the first ascent of the year of Piz Badile by the
North Ridge (See FRCC Journal Vol 16, 1952). But tragedy struck
shortly after. Cym was returning home one night on his motorbike in a
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snowstorm when he ran into the back of a lorry parked without lights
and was killed.
With typical courage, Nancy picked herself up and concentrated on
her medical work. When she became a House Surgeon in a hospital
near Tunbridge Wells, she found hard climbing on Harrison's Rocks
where she met Nea Morin, who introduced her to the Pinnacle Club.
Then, towards the end of the 1950's, Nancy turned north and became
a trainee assistant to a GP practice in Kirkby Lonsdale. Here she met
Francis Turner, who was to become her receptionist and general
factotum when she opened her own practice in Darwen. Francis was,
of course, roped into Nancy's climbing life and eventually she too
joined the Pinnacle Club.
During the next twenty years, Nancy climbed frequently in Wales,
the Lakes and Scotland, and most years in the Alps. While being in the
top class of climbers, she was also immensely helpful to beginners
(such as the author of this piece) and her courage and enthusiasm was
an inspiration to all. Many of her Alpine routes were 'firsts' for
unguided women's' ascents. But undoubtedly the peak of her
mountain life was the Women's Jagdula Expedition of 1962 led by
Dorothea Gravina. This was well before the days of commercial
Himalayan trekking and members of the expedition had to make all
the arrangements for travel, food and equipment, and also with their
sherpas and porters. They were going into the unknown (and in some
parts unmapped) territory. Nancy was the doctor on the party and not
surprisingly she also summitted their highest peak, 21,500ft in the
Kanjiroba Himal. It was during these three months on the expedition
that Nancy's contact with the Buddhist sherpas was to change her
whole outlook on life.
Now she found herself drawn to the psychological work of Jung,
realising that many of her patients at her Practice needed psychological
help as much as, if not more than, physical medicine. She decided to
take time off and go to study at the Jung Institute. Accordingly, she
gave up her Practice and spent 2-3 years in Zurich. On here return, she
moved to London and eventually general practice - typically in a very
run-down area. Here she remained until she retired and, some years
later, decided to spend the rest of her life in the Lake District.
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Her last few years dogged by ill health, were blessed by contact with
old friends and younger family. Finally, in hospital in intensive care,
when she was told that she had a ruptured aorta and there was nothing
more that could be done, she turned to her cousin with the words 'so
that's it then'. Her ashes were scattered on Gimmer Crag.

Livia Gollancz

Fern Levy
Pinnacle Club 1987-2008

My tribute to Fern by Annabelle Barker
For two people who were so different it is amazing that Fern and I
were friends. She was as far to the left as I am to the right. She lived
frugally, whereas I am a conspicuous consumer. Fern was teetotal,
need I say anymore. But friends we were, having learned to avoid areas
of conflicting views.
Our friendship began with the Pinnacle club where we shared a
passion for the mountains, and whilst it can be safely said that neither
of use were at the cutting edge of rock climbing we had some
memorable days, both on the hill and the rock.
"Chic", a route in the Moelwyns was our favourite. "We must do it
any together", she said the last time we met. Sadly this will not happen.
When Fern lived in Essex, it was routine that she called in on a
Sunday afternoon after a weekend in Wales. She always had a bowl of
soup, and squared off any cake that was around. My cakes are rich and
creamy, a far cry from those fat free, sugar free horrors that she foisted
upon us, becoming visibly upset when they were spurned.
On her last visit to my house, just three days before she died I made
her some Borscht, which she always loved, as it reminded her of her
roots, and her Mother who used to make it for her.
Fern had a missionary zeal to spread the gospel of her beliefs. My
last sermon was delivered on the subject of empty cans of dog food,
and I was duly chastised for not recycling them. Vintage Fern stuff,
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which sometimes grated on people who thought that this was the only
Fern.
Few people knew the fun loving person I did - her passion for
compulsively watching complete garbage on television was a redeeming
feature. I am pleased that during here last few weeks she had the
television in her bedroom something she thought completely decadent.
Fern was intelligent and often wise, having an affinity for what can
best be described as "cutting through the crap", and sussing out what
was important.
She was immune to the dictates of fashion, and what was deemed
fashionable; ploughing her own furrow, something which is brave and
courageous. The expression "when they made her, they broke the
mould", could have been written for Fern.
We shared a love of Abba, and their music, she made me promise
to see Mamma Mia which she had so enjoyed in New York, and when
I play my Abba Gold I shall think of Fern forever the dancing queen.
And I shall start recycling those bloody tins m' dear.
- - oOOoo - Fern Levy byJane Stedman
Fern was a formidable character, passionate, loyal and determined.
One of those people who get things done. She had very high principles
which she actually lived by, for example, she never accepted petrol
money when sharing transport, but made you give it to the local
Mountain Rescue Team box instead.
She relished a good argument and could drive you mad. Naturally,
she was always right.
Once, climbing in Pembrokeshire, she almost cominced me that the
waves were moving away from the cliffs and outwards towards the open
sea. A lifetime's experience of seaside holidays, not to mention the
evidence of my own eyes to the contrary, wilted beneath a barrage of
science teacher's logic. It was simpler to say "Yes Fern, I see what you
mean". After that, whenever we passed, say Llyn Ogwen, or Easedale
Tarn, I was treated to a crisp, lucid explanation of refraction patterns.
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Another time, we were honing our winter navigation skills in snow
and clag around Lochnagar, heading for a spot height on a ridge. Fern
had just been on a course and was full of magnetic variations and
contour lines. My role was to walk behind, stepping exactly in her
footprints and not interrupt her counting and concentrating on the
compass. All went well until a break in the mist revealed a huge cairn
surrounded by people eating sandwiches, a few feet to the left. Fern
trudged on oblivious. When I caught up with her, I was ticked off, for
recklessly leaving the official line of footprints in order to point out that
we had arrived.
They don't make them like that anymore.
- - oOOoo - -

This poem was written during my first year in 1998 as a member of the
Pinnacle Club when Fern was the Hut Warden.

Maintenance Meet - Cwm Dyli
By Charlotte Whitmore
That time has come round again
Sweeping that broom through and through
To Cwm Dyli for the maintenance meet
For the faithful and the uninitiated alike
Tasks laid out red, yellow and green
Pick and choose and do as you will
Sweep, dust, mop and clean too
From top to bottom and inside to out
The tireless workers fed with soup and bread
Encouraged on by cakes and pancakes too
So that Cwm Dyli becomes again
Shiny as a new pin for the coming year
- - oOOoo - -

Memorial to Fern Levy by Penny Clay
I met Fern at my first ever Pinnacle club meet in, I think 1991.1 had
hitched down to Cwm Dyli from Lancaster on a Friday afternoon and
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arrived at the hut to find no-one there. Anyway, Fern, who was the
meet leader, eventually found me sitting in the porch as a light Welsh
drizzle fell outside the hut; she gave me such a welcome and made a
huge impression on me right from the moment I met her.
Anyway, moving through the years when she went off to Namibia we
kept in touch by writing and when she came back although we met up
we continued to write to each other. My last letter from her was May
27Ul when she was already suffering from the DVT in her leg and had
discovered the lump in her neck. After that we phoned and emailed so
I never wrote back. So I thought I would write her a final letter and
share it with you.
August 3"1 2008
Dear Fern
I can't believe I'm writing this to you for your funeral but here goes!
Thinking back about some of the memories I have I thought I'd roll
out a few for you to smile about and nod and say 'yes, I remember,
that was when...'
I last climbed with you last year when we went to a great little crag in
Borrowdale called Sunshine Slab and I led you up a load of easy
routes to get your head back into climbing after being in Namibia for
so long. At the end of the day you talked about how much you loved
the feel of climbing, both physical and mental but that most of all it was
leading that really gave you the buzz, the adrenaline thrill. I remember
being on Tryfan, years ago now (were we with Diana?) with you
approaching the Knights Move (can't remember which of those routes
its on...) and you being so psyched up for it, having mentally rehearsed
the sequence of moves needed to ascend that section of rock, that you
just floated up it calling out as you went, 'this is lovely!'. Equally,
though, you could also be very laidback about climbing so on one
beautiful hot autumn day (very unusual weather for your beloved
Wales - usually rains in my experience) we set off from the hut to
climb on Lliwedd and instead went swimming as we decided that to go
swimming in Wales in October was even rarer an event than climbing
on Lliwedd and it not raining.
Since you died so many people, close friends and distance
acquaintances have spoken highly of you but I don't want you to think
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we're going to make you into some sort of Mother Theresa figure; we
won't! The Fern we knew and loved was positive, energetic and
encouraging but also opinionated, independent to the point of
stubbornness and at times, like a terrier with a rat when something had
bugged you that you couldn't drop. As Hut warden you could drive
people to distraction with your list of job cards of things that needed
doing but I know that the Pinnacle Club and numerous other
organisations that you dedicated yourself to benefited enormously,
especially the learners and teachers that you worked with in Namibia. I
wish I had kept your letters from that time as I would have liked to
have reminisced about some of the solo trips you went on whilst you
were there to the National Parks but also about the people that you
lived and worked with there, the pet dogs you befriended and the
vegetables you tried to grow.
When you know someone as a climber there are often surprising
things that you find out about them when you start to spend time with
them away from the crag. One of the things I, and I'm sure others will
always remember about you is your amazing ability to create a star turn
on the dance floor, disco being your particular forte. At my house
warming party I remember being especially gob smacked and slightly
concerned that you should know all the actions to the 'Macarena', a
particularly bad but annoyingly catchy song at the time. You were also
the only person I knew to bake a cake to celebrate the anniversary of
the ending of apartheid - even if it was fat free and sugar free.
When I saw you last you said you were grieving for the life that you
wouldn't have but you were a woman who had a wide rippling effect in
the world and I really do believe that you will be part of mine, and
many other people's lives for a long time to come. Although you
wouldn't mind me quoting very briefly from your last letter when, after
describing all your health problems and concerns you said and I quote
"The strange thing is that I feel fantastic in myself - full of energy and
attending to all the little jobs that come along with just living". I shall
take a leaf from your book and try to do that myself.
Lots of love
Penny
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Jean Dilnot
Pinnacle Club 1967-2002

Jean was born in Lancashire in 1928, and from an early age became
a strong, confident, ALL ACTION TOM BOY. She spent most of
her spare time cycling, swimming, camping; playing a variety of sports,
and developing a love of the countryside and a great interest and
knowledge of the environment. She was a keen guide and among her
many skills became a good cook at the annual camp.
In the 1940's, Jean went to Bangor University to study Biology, and
here after gaining an Honours Degree, she continued her studies at
London University and played hockey for the University at weekends.
I met Jean in 1955 in Nottingham, where by chance we both joined
Sherwood Hockey Club. Jean by now was on the staff at Sutton
Bonington School of Agriculture and I was teaching P.E. in
Nottingham. Jean was a skilful determined, attacking centre half, and
we played many club and county matches together, first for
Nottingham and later for Sussex when Jean joined the Science
Department at Bishops Otter College in Chichester in the 1960's.
Here Jean met Bunny Bull who was also on the staff at this time.
In Jean's spare time she tended a very productive garden in
Worthing and weekends and holidays were spent playing sports,
travelling, skiing and walking locally; and also hill walking and
scrambling and camping with a small mountain tent in remote parts of
the country, and particularly in the Scottish Highlands. Jean's
knowledge was very extensive and her enthusiasm for the countryside
was infectious and she was always very ready to pass on her knowledge
to me as I shared many of the holidays with her.
At the time we sometimes spent weekend with Bunny Bull and
Heather Monie exploring the South Downs and they told us about the
Pinnacle Club. In 1964 they invited us to go with them, as guests, to the
Dinner Meet at the O.D.G in Langdale. We had a very happy and
active weekend, and we were made very welcome by Pinnacle
Members. We were so impressed by the friendliness and
encouragement of all members we met, we asked about joining the
club. We were both very fit and had considerable experience of hill
walking and scrambling, but not of climbing. We were advised to take a
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residential rock climbing course at Plas y Brenin, and attend several
meets to develop our skills. We did this over the next couple of years,
and also took a residential mountain leadership course at Glenmore
Lodge, which was very challenging.
In 1967 we re applied to join and were accepted as members. The
hut in the 1960's was very primitive compared with today. It was cold,
damp and draughty. If it rained hard, water would come in at one end
of the main room, across the floor and out under the door. Cooking
and washing took place in the kitchen and there was no separate
washing area or showers or drying room and no indoor loo. Instead we
used an elderly 'elsan' in a shed round the side of the hut (outside).
Although Jean was a very inexperienced climber, she certainly pulled
her weight in other ways as a club member - she was a skilful firelighter
and stoker, and doing other dirty or unpleasant jobs like digging holes
for!!?
As an early riser, Jean would often make and bring morning cups of
tea upstairs to us still in bed, as a treat. There were fewer meets in
those days but all were fully catered, form sausage and mash; fruit and
cream on a Friday as folks arrived; to a cooked breakfast; packed lunch
and delicious evening meal on Saturday and for many on Sunday too.
Jean and I continued to develop our climbing skills and Evelyn
Leech and other Committee Members would always see we went out
with suitable companions and climbers. I remember Shirley Angell
often took us under her skilful wing, and everyone was very
encouraging and friendly.
Sadly Jean's health started to decline in the early 1908's and for the
next 25 years she had a series of injuries and illnesses including two
long and serious spells of depression; two replacement knees, a
fractured pelvis, torn Achilles tendon; arthritis in her joints, so
regrettably she had to give up climbing. However, she continued
coming on meets both Anniversary and Dinner ones, and enjoyed
limited walking and the friendship and fun of members of all ages.
Jean eventually had to give up her home and move into a residential
home in 2000; and as she developed Parkinson's illness she became
more and more crippled and in 2003 she had to move to a Nursing
Home. She resigned from the club in 2002, but continued to take a
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keen interest in all the Pinnacle Club activities and enjoyed receiving a
number of Dinner Meet menu cards sent to her over several years by
Pam Holt and other messages of support from members.
Although unable to do anything for herself, she still remained
cheerful, even when she couldn't speak or move and she died on May
19th 2008.
Jean led a very full and active life until her health deteriorated so
much but she felt so fortunate to have joined the Pinnacle Club and
had the opportunity to climb, and to meet so many friendly and
supportive members. In her Will, Jean has left money for a picnic
table and bench to go in the camping area for all to enjoy.

Biddy Burgum
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Happy Climbing Tells No Tales by Judith Brown, 2007
Written by a member of the Pinnacle Club, Judith has provided the
ideal reading for those who only find 10-20 minutes spare time during
their busy day. Judith's collection of fictionist stories has elements of
realism and humour and captures the climbing culture beautifully.
Judith has challenged the idea that you have to be a 'hard climber' to
tell a story about climbing.
At the price of £5.95 it is affordable by all. It is well worth a read,
each story leaves a smile on your face. I shall look forward to a
discussion in Cwm Dyli over a bottle of wine, to which story you
enjoyed most.

LindyHatfield
Climb every mountain: a journey to the Earth's most
spectacular high altitude locations by C. Monteath,
2006. Publisher Frances Lincoln
This large, glossy book is certain to inspire armchair and active
travellers. The author, a New Zealand photographer and writer, has
worked extensively in Antarctica and travelled widely in mountains
throughout the world. The book describes his low key expeditions to
various areas in the Himalaya and Karakoram, Alaska, Patagonia,
Greenland and, of course, New Zealand and the Antarctic. The
photos are superb, and die writing both interesting and polished. As
well as covering his own adventures, Monteath describes the way of life
of locals, and touches on historical aspects and environmental issues.
There is also a useful book list for each area.
The only disappointment for me is the chapter on Patagonia, which
is described as "Time out" and is not actually about an expedition, but
this is a minor quibble.
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It's a recommended read and photos to tempt you to yet more big
trips.

Margaret Clennett

Review of Navigation by Kevin Walker
This book is pocket sized and packed full of useful information.
Kevin Walker is an experienced navigator and has documented and
simplified his wealth of knowledge. He has made it easy for the reader
to understand not only the basics of navigation but also advanced
techniques. His presentation of the material instils a confidence that it
is all quite easy and therefore a desire to go and try it out.
In his introduction he defines navigation as 'working out where you
think you are when you think you are lost, and then finding your way
back to safety'. On reading this I was more than a little sceptical, as I
was taught that you should always know where you are. However, the
book not only explains the skills of navigation, but also the need for
good observation, analytical skills and the ability to stay calm. He
explains how when lost, that even not looking at the map, staying calm
and observing 360 degrees around us can help re-find ourselves, when
we include an analysis of the ground we see, its slope, aspect etc. and
areas of the map that match this.
Not only are the basic skills of map and compass work described
but also the little extra bits that makes you realise that this man knows
his stuff.
For example he explains:
The differences between Harvey and OS maps, with
examples.
The importance of waterproofing maps.
The need for refer to the map by the grid reference.
The use of magnifiers
Good description of spot heights
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A very good description of magnetic bearings
Lots of data on GPS, pros and cons. How accurate they are
etc.
Keeping navigation simple.
Perception, the differences between looking up a slope and
down a slope.
The excellent information on micro navigation and searches.
I thought the book was fairly expensive, £12.99. Its' small size at
times was a hindrance and employing a very small font size. Sometimes
I felt there was too much text and at times, especially at the beginning it
was repetitive.
Despite its size I think this book is more of a reference than a hill
book. Perhaps with a different format relevant parts of the book could
be taken out and it would be easier to practice. He does stress the need
for practice mastering Part 1 (beginner) before going onto Part 2
(advanced), so this is not really a read from start to finish then forget
about it kind of a book. Compass work and map interpretation would
need an awful lot of practice. These skills would have been far easier to
demonstrate, so I think that his explanations are at times too wordy
and complicated.
The book requires two maps, The Black Mountains and Brecon
Beacons. He describes map interpretation using these maps. I think he
should have added extracts from the maps to his books to make it
easier for the reader to follow.
I don't really think that for a beginner there is a substitute for going
on a navigation course or learning the skills from a friend. Although
where this book scores is being able to pick the brain of a very
experienced navigator. I would definitely add this book to my
bookshelf.

Jackie Prosser
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A Lake District Miscellany by Tom Holman (2007)
This small hard backed book is a well presented volume ideal for
someone fond of facts and figures or a memento from the Lake
District. It's not the easiest of reads and without a contents list makes it
harder though the index at the back goes some way to make this up.
It tells you more things than you wanted to know and more. It would
be an ideal companion for a pub quiz setter having a Lake District
theme!
On a rainy day you can find out the best places for an afternoon tea,
where to sample Lakeland Breweries or arts and crafts; and when
things get slow learn how to count sheep the Lakeland way.
On a sunny day the options are endless giving information on
outdoor activities, \isiting film / television locations, or ticking off a few
castles. For the more energetic - Lake District's steepest climb Wasdale Head to Kirk Fell summit might tempt a few.
Charlotte \Vhitinore
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